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About this guide
The StockOpter Pro User Guide is designed to guide you through the basic steps of creating stock
option planning strategies using StockOpter Pro.
This document replaces all previous versions of the StockOpter Pro User Guide.
The following icons highlight special types of information:
Procedures for entering information
Tips for using StockOpter Pro effectively
More detailed information


Warnings about the effect of certain actions

This guide assumes that you are comfortable using Microsoft® Excel® and working with
equity compensation grants (e.g. employee stock options, restricted shares/units, stock
appreciation rights [SARs] and performance grants).
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Introduction
StockOpter Pro from Net Worth Strategies, Inc. is an easy-to-use, Microsoft Excel-based software
program for evaluating exercise and/or sell strategies for employee stock options and restricted
stock/unit grants. StockOpter Pro is a planning tool that allows financial advisors to model
strategies that maximize total portfolio value, while achieving yearly after-tax cash-flow objectives.
With StockOpter Pro, you can create diversification models in 5 steps:
1.

Enter the client's non-option tax data and assumptions into the Assumptions sheet.

2.

Enter the client's grant information into the BaseCase with year-to-date activity.

3. Apply an automated strategy from the Strategy Wizard
if in the money, then sell to cover).

(e.g. Exercise as late as possible

4. Add Case sheets and implement other strategies (e.g. By Goal targeting after tax cash flow
by year). Use the Price Indexer on a strategy to illustrate the impact of an alternate stock
price assumption.
5. Compare the results of the strategies using the client deliverables (e.g. Total Portfolio Value
& After Tax Cash Flow charts, Case Summary, ToDo Schedule, Tax Comparison...)
The following diagram illustrates the basic process for modeling strategies in StockOpter Pro.

 Please note that worksheet names should NOT be changed. Doing so will cause system
errors. Use the A1 cells on the case sheets (i.e. BaseCase, Case2, etc.) to label your strategies.
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Starting a New StockOpter Pro Workbook
You can start StockOpter Pro in a variety of ways.
▪
▪
▪

Double-click the New SO Pro (YEAR) icon on the Microsoft Windows
desktop or in the StockOpter Pro (YEAR) folder in your “Documents” library.
Using the Windows Start icon and choosing Programs or Apps go to Net
Worth Strategies and select New SO Pro (YEAR).
From within Excel, go to the File tab and click Open. Select the StockOpter
Pro (YEAR) folder in your “Documents” library and click the New SO Pro
(YEAR).xlsm.

Depending on your general Excel settings, you may be asked to enable content or macros each
time you open a StockOpter Pro workbook. In order for StockOpter Pro to run you must
enable content or macros.
Saving and Storing StockOpter Pro Workbooks
You can save a StockOpter Pro workbook and re-open it later to view and edit it, as you would any
other Excel workbook. While StockOpter Pro itself must be installed on your local hard disk,
StockOpter Pro files can be stored anywhere you can store computer files, including network
servers and removable media.
Click Save As on the File menu and save the case to a directory of your choice.
Have backup and recovery procedures in place in case of hardware or software failures.
Learning to use StockOpter Pro
This user’s guide is an excellent and low cost means for learning to use StockOpter Pro. However,
if you would prefer 1-on-1 assistance there are custom fee based offerings. For more information
on these contact customer service at (541) 383-3899 from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time.
StockOpter Pro color conventions
StockOpter Pro's cell and row colors serve as a guide to the six types of data in the workbook:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Light yellow cells are for entering or editing information.
Dark yellow cells are for entry and editing of exercise and sell strategies, as well
as for stock price performance, volatility, risk free rate and dividends.
Green cells indicate inventories in dollars and are protected.
Brown cells indicate inventories in shares or options and are protected.
White cells represent calculated data and are protected.
The data in all other non-blank cells, like titles and most headings is protected.

Cells or rows with white backgrounds and no visible contents are available for your own use.
StockOpter Pro organization
Like Excel, StockOpter Pro organizes and stores data in a workbook, called a model. A model
includes an Assumptions sheet, one or more additional case sheets starting with the BaseCase sheet,
plus charts and worksheets that present comparisons of core data from the case sheets.
Every StockOpter Pro model contains the following:
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▪
▪

▪
▪

The Assumptions sheet: Contains basic financial information independent of
any company stock and options.
The BaseCase sheet: Contains core data about each grant (i.e. ISO, NQSO,
Restricted or Performance) and tranches of owned or long shares. Data entered
here in the light yellow cells appears in all subsequently created case sheets. The
dark yellow cells on each case sheet contain exercise and sale data. Strategy data
applies only to the case sheet on which it is entered.
Case sheets: If you’re on a case sheet when you add a new case sheet, you can
either copy the strategy data to the newly created sheet, or start with blank values
in those cells.
Output sheets: After developing a few different strategies use the other
worksheets in StockOpter Pro to produce client deliverables (e.g. TPV Chart,
ATCF Chart, Diversification, ToDoSchedule, CaseSummary, Grant Details, Tax
Comparison, etc.).

When you start using StockOpter Pro for a particular client you will provide information about
their financial / tax situation and company stock plans. Do this before beginning to model stock
exercise and sell strategies, because all forecasts take this information into account. This information
is specific to an individual or couple. It becomes part of the client workbook and is used each time
you create a new case.
How StockOpter Pro manages data
When working in StockOpter Pro, you can use most Excel functions. You can, for instance,
directly apply Goal Seek, Solver and other native Excel tools to fine-tune your decisions. You can
also easily extend StockOpter Pro by adding your own formulas, worksheets and graphs. We do
recommend, however, that you…..:
▪

▪

Do NOT change cell formulas or use the Excel cut and paste function.
Many StockOpter Pro data entry cells are referred to by formulas elsewhere in
the model and changing or destroying these references could produce inaccurate
results.
Do NOT rename worksheet names. Renaming a worksheet tab can cause
problems in charts and tables in StockOpter Pro, particularly when more cases
or stock grants are subsequently added. You can, however, change the name in
cell A1 on case sheets to display different case names on charts and reports.

See Appendix A for more information about customizing StockOpter Pro.
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The Compliance Sheet
To clarify confusion about the license agreement that accompanies StockOpter Pro, we have
implemented a ‘Compliance’ sheet that is the initial view when a new StockOpter Pro workbook is
generated. To access the rest of the program, just select the agree button after viewing the
certification statement. A view of the Compliance sheet is shown below.
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The Welcome Page
After agreeing to the compliance statement, the Welcome sheet displays (below). The Welcome
page in StockOpter Pro contains five functional buttons as well as our contact information.

The first button on the page is the ‘New Client Case’ button. Experience users can use this button
to begin developing a client case. It takes users directly to the Assumptions wizard on the
Assumptions.
To get a basic overview of StockOpter Pro, the ‘Overview’ button will take you to worksheet
containing an outline with information on using the program.
The third button automatically launches this ‘Users Guide’.
The next button enables you to ‘Load Sample Data’ so that you can run a test case before creating
an actual client model. This button loads grant and assumption data, creates a couple of strategies
and produces deliverables that you can use to learn the program.
The final button called ‘The Tour’ will take you to a video walk-thru showing the various features
and functions of StockOpter Pro.
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The Overview Page
The Overview sheet contains some handy StockOpter Pro information that will help you learn and
navigate the program. You access this information at any time by clicking on the Overview sheet
tab. A view of this page is shown below.
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StockOpter Pro Ribbon
This is the left section of the StockOpter Pro ribbon. It is accessed via the StockOpter Pro tab at
the top of Excel. These features and functions are described briefly below. Additional detail is
included further on in this document.

Add New: The drop down menu allows users to add ISO, NQSO/SAR, or RSA grants to
the BaseCase sheet via the “Stock Option” or “Restricted Stock” wizard (entry form).
Additionally, this function can be used to add strategy case sheets.
Edit: Lets you select and then modify information via the “Assumptions” or “Grant”
wizard.
Delete: Activates a selection form that will enable you to delete multiple grants and/or case
sheets.
Editor: Activates the “Assumptions” wizard from the Assumptions sheet or the “Grant”
wizard for a selected grant on any of the case sheets (any cell within the grant must be selected).
Strategies: Applies different types of exercise and/or sell strategies to a case sheet:
1) By Grant Type (i.e. Exercise all NQSOs ALAP [as late as possible] then sell to cover)
2) By Inventory (i.e. In each year sell X% of the available inventory if the market price is at
least X times the exercise price)
3) By Goal (i.e. Generate $X,XXX of after tax cash flow or X% diversification in the
selected years)
4) AMT Limit (i.e. Calculate the number of ISOs that can be exercised until “Tentative
Minimum Tax” matches “Regular Federal Income Tax”)
Clear All Strategy Cells: Deletes the values in all the exercise and sell cells (dark yellow) for
all grants on the current case sheet. Values deleted with Clear all Strategy Cells cannot be
restored.
Stock Split: Models both stock splits and reverse splits. Use a reverse split to model
corporate mergers. Stock splits affect all case sheets.
Audit Case: This function checks for logical errors and for data that doesn't match the input
parameters.
Customize StockOpter Pro: Changes the way that StockOpter Pro behaves and its look
and feel. Users can choose which rows to display in the current case sheet and enable or disable
some of the StockOpter Pro system messages.
AutoFit Columns: Re-sizes each column in the active worksheet to the maximum width of
any cell within the column. Use this option if you see ### in cells on a worksheet.
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Goal Seek: Accesses Excel’s Goal Seek feature.
Data Filter: Enables users to decide which years and which Case sheets to display in the
charts and tables within StockOpter Pro.
Run Tax Comparison: Creates a new worksheet on which the “Tax Calculations” sections
of two Case sheets are compared head-to-head for the first two years in the model. Any number
of these reports can be run with different combinations of case sheets being selected.
Diversification Illustrator: Quickly calculates the effects of diversification versus holding
on to grants as long as possible. Use the Diversification Illustrator to demonstrate the potential
benefits of smooth diversification over the life of a grant.
Price Indexer: Projects portfolio values over 15 years as if the stock in the portfolio were to
perform like the selected index. Shows how option and stock values would fare in an environment
where market prices fluctuate over time, rather than appreciating at the fixed rate entered on the
Assumptions sheet.
This is the right section of the StockOpter Pro ribbon. These features and functions are described
briefly below. Additional detail is included further on in this document.

Migrate from a StockOpter Pro file: Imports StockOpter Pro files into a new/blank
workbook that was created by versions of StockOpter Pro starting in 2014.
Import from a StockOpter.com file: Imports relevant grant and assumption data for a
selected individual from a file created by StockOpter.com into a blank StockOpter Pro
workbook.
Data Rollover: This utility updates a StockOpter Pro workbook by resetting the initial
model year and using the exercise and sales values on a selected Strategy Case sheet to update
the grant inventory numbers in column B on the BaseCase worksheet.
Clear Diversification Illustrator: Clears the results of the Diversification Illustrator so
additional illustrations can be run.
Yellow spaces to blanks in Case sheets: Eliminates blanks that have been inadvertently
entered into strategy cells are causing #value errors.
View: Customizes the view of the current case sheet to facilitate usage.
Help: A drop down menu of the various means of getting help (see below).
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Getting Help
From the StockOpter Pro ribbon use the Help drop down to access the following functions for
information on the application.
▪
▪

Click the StockOpter Help button
to access online assistance. Here you can
look for information by scanning the Table of Contents or searching the Index.
Click on any cell within a row on the Assumptions sheet or any case sheet and
then click on the Row Specific Help button
requested or displayed within that row.

▪
▪
▪

to learn about what data is

Click the Email a Question to NWSI button
to ask us a question. Please
leave sufficient time during our normal business hours to get back to you.
Click the StockOpter on the Web button to go to our website and use the
“Support” link.
Click the About StockOpter button
information.

for expiration, contact and version

You can also access technical support at Net Worth Strategies in one of the following ways:
Web Site: http://www.stockopter.com/support/
Email: stockopter@networthstrategies.com
USPS Mail:
Net Worth Strategies, Inc.
PO Box 8364
Bend, OR 97708
Telephone: 541-383-3899 from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time
Fax: 541-388-0308
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Creating an Equity Compensation Diversification Plan
You can use StockOpter Pro to create an analysis for your clients by following these steps.
1. Confer with the client to develop acceptable and realistic assumptions for:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Stock price appreciation rate
Stock price volatility and risk free rate assumptions
Investment account rates
Exemptions and expectations of future income and expense items

2. Gather and enter client tax data onto the Assumptions Sheet
▪
▪
▪
▪

Form 1040 (including all schedules)
Form 6251
Form 8801
Form 8949

3. Input grant data from client option summary into the BaseCase
▪
▪
•

Inventory of incentive stock options (ISOs), non-qualified stock options
(NQSOs or SARs), and restricted stock awards (RSA/Us)
Vesting schedules

Create strategies that reduce risk and maximize portfolio value
▪
▪
▪

Use the Diversification Illustrator to show the benefits of diversification
Use the Strategies wizard to create a range of strategies that show how different
approaches could affect portfolio value
Use the Price Indexer to validate strategies by running them with other stock
price scenarios (e.g. historical market and variable price indices)

5. Create additional case sheets to refine strategies and develop a plan that considers
the client's goals

▪
▪

▪ After-tax cash flow needs
▪ AMT optimization
▪ Target a diversification level
Compare stock price appreciation assumptions
Cover the cost of an exercise

6. Analyze different scenarios using additional case sheets as needed
7. Generate client deliverables
▪
▪
▪
▪

TPV Chart (Total Portfolio Value)
ATCF Chart (After Tax Cash Flow)
ISO, NQSO, RSA Details reports for specific exercise and sale strategies
Diversification chart

8. Check your work using StockOpter Pro’s audit

tool

The follow sections contain more information about using StockOpter Pro to create equity
compensation diversification plans.
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The Assumptions Sheet
The starting point for StockOpter Pro analysis is to gather general tax and financial information,
not including any stock plan information. The Assumptions sheet captures three types of
information:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Income and tax data.
The projected market price, dividend, volatility and risk free rate for the
company stock.
Estimated taxes and cash flow needs for future years.
The projected return on the investment account.

You must enter this data on the Assumptions sheet before you begin modeling stock option
strategies. This data remains the same regardless of your stock plan situation or strategy. Appendix B
contains a list of the information that you will need.

To enter data on the Assumptions sheet
1. Click the Assumptions tab to view the Assumptions sheet.
2. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon, click the Editor
Wizard shown below will display.

icon. The Assumptions (data entry)

3. Click each tab and type the data in the boxes.
4. When you have completed all six tabs, click OK. The data displays in the yellow cells on the
Assumptions sheet.
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You can also type the data directly in the light yellow cells on the Assumptions sheet. To get
Help on what data to type in the cell, click anywhere in the row and then click the Row
Specific Help icon from the Help drop down on the StockOpter Pro Ribbon.
Assumptions Sheet Data
Once you have finished entering assumptions data using the “wizard”, StockOpter Pro…
▪
▪
▪

Copies all assumption data to the appropriate light yellow cells on the
Assumptions worksheet.
Calculates taxes prior to stock option activity and displays them under Tax
Calculations, at the bottom of the Assumptions sheet.
Projects tax estimates over a 15-year planning horizon.

Background Information - The
client name, first year of the
model, and financial information
related to income and taxes.

Issuing Company Information
(of 1 or more companies) – This
includes the initial stock price,
dividend and their respective
appreciation rates. For the Black
Scholes value of stock options
there is also the estimated
volatility and general risk free rate.
Note: If the company is privately
held you will need to gather these
assumptions from the company
and their peers.

Prior Year Information - The
prior year tax information for
minimum tax credit carryforward
and capital loss carryforward for
regular tax and AMT, and
investment interest carryforward
for regular tax and AMT.
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Estimated Tax Rates – Includes the ability to replace the calculated capital gains tax rate with a
custom amount in selected years. The row Average state income tax rate for the year enables
StockOpter Pro to calculate the option holder's state income tax liability by multiplying the rate
that you supply by Federal adjusted gross income (AGI), reduced by itemized deductions (other than
state income tax and state taxable income adjustment). Some states treat certain items of
income or deductions differently than does Federal tax. A positive amount here is added to Federal
adjusted gross income (less itemized deductions plus state income taxes). The estimated
inflation/escalation rate is the rate at which you would like any tax-related items such as tax rate
income brackets or phase-out limits to be indexed. This allows your model to simulate the effect of
the Consumer Price Index.

Estimated Tax Rates
Capital gains rate (override)
Average state income tax rate
State taxable income adjustment
Estimated inflation/escalation rate for tax-related values

0.00%
9.00%
-7,500
0.00%

Investment Account
Annual dividends
Capital gains distributions
Appreciation

1.00%
1.00%
3.00%

Interest (loan) rate for negative balances

5.00%

Investment Account - The Investment Account represents the cash inflow or outflow related to
stock option exercise and sell activity. The numbers requested are used to model the performance of
an alternative investment such as a mutual fund. In essence, the Investment Account represents the
opportunity cost of leaving the funds in company stock. If the cash flow from option exercise and
sell activity is negative, the row Interest (loan) rate for negative balances will model the interest
charged on a margin loan.
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Tax Calculations - The Tax Calculations
section of the Assumptions sheet contains
estimates of tax liability that will be incurred
prior to, and independent of, any stock option
activity. These estimates are grouped into four
sections: Federal Income Tax, AMT
Calculation, Carryovers and intermediate
calculations, and Total Tax Calculation.

TAX CALCULATIONS
Federal Income Tax Calculation
Ordinary Income
Dividend Income
Net long-term capital gain (loss)
Gross Income
Self-employment tax adjustment
Other adjustments to gross income
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI)
Itemized deductions (standard deduction if larger)
Personal exemptions
Taxable income
Regular Federal Income Tax
AMT Calculation
AGI less itemized deductions (standard deduction if larger)
Standard deduction
Itemized deduction phase-out
State income tax & other deductible taxes
Interest paid on home equity loans
AMT investment interest adjustment
Deductible misc itemized deductions
Adjusted gain (loss)
Other deferral & exclusion items (not from Schedule A)
AMTI
AMT exemption
AMT taxable amount
Tentative Minimum Tax
Carryovers and intermediate calculations
Long-term capital loss carryforward
Long-term capital loss carryforward - AMT
Currently deductible investment interest
Currently deductible investment interest - AMT
Investment interest carryforward
Investment interest carryforward - AMT
Tentative AMT refundable credit for current year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 1st Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 2nd Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 3rd Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 4th & Prior Years
Total Minimum tax credit carryforward

AMT Calculations – this section contains
the items that go into calculating the client’s
Alternate Minimum Tax (AMT).

The Total Tax Calculation section
summarizes the tax liability incurred
independent of any stock option activity.
These include Federal income tax, alternative
minimum tax, the credit for prior year
minimum tax, FICA withholding on wages and
self-employment tax and the state income tax.

The amount in the row Total Tax is
carried forward to all the case sheets
and is used to calculate the amounts
shown in the row Incremental taxes
due to stock option activity.

Total Tax Calculation
Marginal tax bracket
Federal income tax (net of Making Work Pay credit)
Alternative minimum tax
Credit for prior year minimum tax
FICA withholding on wages
Self-employment tax
State income tax

Appendix C contains more
information on how StockOpter Pro
calculates taxes.

TOTAL TAX
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Case Sheets (Strategies)
StockOpter Pro has two types of case sheets, the BaseCase sheet and subsequent case sheets. They
differ in these ways:
▪
▪

The BaseCase sheet is for entry of all grant information, in addition to
modeling exercise and sale strategies, and for estimates of future stock prices and
dividends.
Subsequent case sheets are strictly for modeling of alternative exercise and sale
strategies, and/or different assumptions about future stock prices and dividends.

StockOpter Pro uses client information from the Assumptions sheet and the BaseCase sheet to
build a client profile. The client profile is the basis for modeling and comparing exercise and sell
strategies. Here are some key actions that you can perform with case sheets:
▪
▪

▪

Create and run alternative strategies on case sheets, including the BaseCase sheet.
Store core information for each stock grant, such as the grant date and number
of options or shares by category, on the BaseCase sheet. This data automatically
carries over to any additional case sheet that you create, so that you only have to
enter this data once for each grant.
Create additional case sheets at any time to model different exercise and sell and
diversification strategies, which you can then compare and contrast to the
BaseCase to determine which scenario best meets the client’s goals.

Each case sheet starts with the rows: Risk Free rate, Estimated stock price (12/31), Estimated
per share dividend (12/31) and Estimate Volatility. The price, dividend and volatility pertain to a
specific company and ticker. The “Assmp” designation in the second column indicates that the
values in this row come from the Assumption sheet.
Exercise ALAP & Sell to Cover ONLY
Risk Free rate
NDAQ == Est. stock price (12/31)
NDAQ == Est. per share dividend (12/31)
NDAQ == Estimated Volatility

Straight 5%
Assmp

2020
1.50%
$112.35
$0.00
35.00%

2021
1.50%
$117.97
$0.00
35.00%

2022
1.50%
$123.87
$0.00
35.00%

After these rows are the grants and shares. You can include an unlimited number of ISOs, NQSOs,
and Restricted & Owned/Long shares. These grants and shares are added and edit on the Base Case
but they are included on all subsequent case sheets to model different exercise and sell strategies.
StockOpter Pro automatically calculates tax and financial consequences of your exercise and sell
strategies. Grant-specific tax parameters and cash-flow projections are calculated and presented for
each grant. Total after tax cash flow from all option activity and total portfolio value (net value of
plan options and shares plus reinvested cash proceeds from option activity) are presented at the
bottom of each case sheet.
Entering Data on the BaseCase Sheet
Enter the client’s grant information about stock grants, including grant information, exercise and sell
strategies, and modifications to stock prices, on the BaseCase sheet. There are three data entry
wizards for grant information. They include:
▪
▪

Incentive Stock Option (ISO) wizard.
Non-Qualified Stock Options (NQSO/SAR) wizard.
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▪

Restricted Stock & Owned / Long Shares wizard (includes RSUs and
Performance Stock Grants)

You will type different information for each grant type; however, these guidelines apply to data entry
for all three:
▪
▪
▪

Enter information that reflects the current status, as of the day of entry.
You can select the appropriate input wizards from the Add New menu item as
many times as needed, until all grants are entered.
If you prefer, you can leave the grant input wizard open for any type of grant by
selecting the Leave open after adding check box until all grants of that type
have been entered.

You can also type data directly on the worksheet. Select the grant entry wizard from the Add New
menu item for the type of grant you want to add. When the input wizard displays, click the Add
Grant button. A set of rows appropriate to the type of grant is inserted into each case sheet, and you
can type the information directly in the corresponding light yellow cells.
Adding Grants
You can add as many grants as you like in StockOpter Pro. For each grant, add information that
describes the status of your options and/or stock (for example, grant dates and exercise prices)
before modeling takes place. The impact of each strategy will be calculated using this information.

To add an ISO, NQSO, or Restricted/Owned shares (for SARs see appendix G)
1. Select the Add New menu item and select ISO, NQSO, or RSA. The grant wizard displays.

2. Click the Basic Information tab.
3. Select the appropriate issuing corporation and type basic information for the grant.
4. Click the Vesting Schedule tab if needed.
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5. Type the number of options or shares vested each year or enter the fixed vesting schedule if
appropriate.
6. Click Add Grant when finished. The grant data displays on the BaseCase sheet.
You can type strategy data directly in the dark yellow cells on any case sheet.
To enter Excel formulas instead of simple values when adding a new grant, type the formulas
directly on the spreadsheet.
Editing Existing Grants
Throughout StockOpter Pro, you can edit data in any yellow-colored cell by typing the data directly
on the worksheet or using the grant wizard. This applies both to the light yellow cells on the
Assumptions and BaseCase sheets, and to the dark yellow cells on any subsequent case sheet.

To edit grant data using the grant input wizard
1. Click on a cell within the grant you want to edit.
2. Click the Edit
icon on the StockOpter Pro Ribbon and then select the grant to edit
from the list. The data entry form will then display the grant data for editing

3. Type the changes and then click Save Edits. Data in the light yellow cells on the BaseCase
sheet updates and the new data automatically propagate through all the other case sheets.
To change stock information, go to the Assumptions sheet and update the information in the
light yellow cells for either stock prices or dividends to update the information on all case sheets.
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When you edit existing grant information, you can create an inconsistency within existing case
sheets. For example, if you change the number of shares available to exercise and sell and don’t
edit the current strategies accordingly. To catch such errors, use the Audit tool to audit your
data periodically.

Delete existing grant information
In StockOpter Pro, you can only delete grant data by using the Delete item on the StockOpter
Pro Ribbon.

To delete grant data using the Delete icon on the ribbon
1. Select the Delete icon

on StockOpter Pro ribbon.

2. On the “Delete Grant” wizard, select grants from the ISO, NQSO or RSA lists.

3. Click the corresponding “Delete” button on the form to delete the selected grant. Note you
can only delete grants from one type at a time.
4. The grant data will be deleted in the BaseCase and all subsequent case sheets.
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BaseCase Sheet Data
Exercise ALAP & Sell to Cover ONLY
Risk Free rate
NDAQ == Est. stock price (12/31)
NDAQ == Est. per share dividend (12/31)
NDAQ == Estimated Volatility

Assmp
Straight 5%
Assmp
Assmp

2018
1.50%
$80.58
$0.00
35.00%

2019
1.50%
$84.61
$0.00
35.00%

<< ISO Grants >>

ISO #1 -- Name/ID:
Date of grant / Owner / Company
Grant expiration date
Transaction stock price override
# of unvested options (12/31)
Exercise price
Vesting schedule (1/1)
# of options available for exercise (1/1)
Net value of unvested options (12/31)
# of qualified options to exercise
Disqualifying disposition
# of qualified shares exercised
Total # of options exercised
# of vested & unexercised options
Net value of vested & unexercised options
BSV of vested and unexercised options (12/31)
Intrinsic value of vested and unexercised options
Time value of vested and unexercised options
Insight Ratio of vested and unexercised options (12/31)
# of shares available for sale as qualified
# of shares to sell (qualified)
# of exercised & unsold shares (12/31)
Value of exercised & unsold shares (12/31)
Ordinary income
Dividends
AMT adjustment
Capital gain
Average per share AMT adjustment before sale
AMTI negative adjustment on sale
Cum AMT adjustment after sale
Cash flow
Value of shares vested and unsold

ISO 2010
4/1/2010 Client
4/1/2020
0
$21.15

12,000

0

0

12,000
0

12,000
0

0
0
12,000
713,160
60.07
59.43
0.64
1.07%
0

0
0
12,000
761,520
63.77
63.46
0.31
0.49%
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0.00
0
0
0
713,160

0
0
0
0
0.00
0
0
0
761,520

0

0.00
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The BaseCase sheet contains the
following information. Column B on
all case sheets displays information
that reflects the option holder's
situation at the start of the planning
cycle. This data is the data you typed
in the ISO, NQSO, or
Restricted/Owned share wizard.
Grants - The ISOs, NQSOs, and Restricted
/Owned shares are grouped into the first,
second, and third sections, respectively.
Grant-specific tax and cash-flow projections
are calculated and presented below the data
entry area for each grant.
Black Scholes Calculations – using the
Risk Free rate and Volatility assumptions
StockOpter Pro calculates the Black Scholes
Value (BSV) of the vested and unexercised
options and breaks out the intrinsic and the
time value components. Click here for a
white paper on Black Scholes. The Insight
Ratio is calculated by dividing the Time
Value by the Black Scholes Value. Click
here for an article that explains the Insight
Ratio in more detail.
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TAX CALCULATIONS
Federal Income Tax Calculation
Ordinary income (from Assumptions)
Ordinary income from stock option activity - client
Ordinary income from stock option activity - spouse
Dividend income, including stock option activity
Capital gains from stock option & investment activity
Net long-term capital gain (loss)
Gross Income
Self-employment tax adjustment
Other adjustments to gross income
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI)
Itemized deductions (standard deduction if larger)
Personal exemptions
Taxable income
Regular Federal Income Tax
AMT Calculation
AGI less itemized/standard deduction
Standard deduction
Itemized deduction phase-out
State income tax and other deductible taxes
Interest paid on home equity loans
AMT investment interest adjustment
Deductible misc itemized deductions
Adjusted gain (loss)
Other deferral & exclusions items (not from Schedule A)
AMT positive adjustments from stock option activity
AMT negative adjustments from stock option activity
AMTI
AMT exemption
AMT taxable amount

Federal Income Tax Calculation - The tax calculation is
the regular Federal tax calculation without regard to AMT.

AMT Calculation - Alternative minimum tax (AMT) is a
parallel tax system to the regular Federal tax. It is calculated
by applying various alternative minimum tax adjustment and
preference items to regular Federal tax. The taxpayer then
pays the larger of the regular tax or the alternative minimum
tax. If the alternative minimum tax amount is to be paid, a
minimum tax credit carryforward is computed and may be
used in subsequent years to offset regular tax. For actual
reporting purposes, the alternative minimum tax is calculated
on Federal form 6251 and the minimum tax credit
carryforward is computed on Federal form 8801.

Carryover and Intermediate Calculations - This section
reports a number of tax-related carryforward items as well as
rows with data used elsewhere within the tax calculations
sections.

Tentative Minimum Tax
Carryovers and intermediate calculations
Long-term capital loss carryforward
Long-term capital loss carryforward - AMT
Currently deductible investment interest
Currently deductible investment interest - AMT
Investment interest carryforward
Investment interest carryforward - AMT
TMT / Regular Tax Differential
Tentative AMT refundable credit for current year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 1st Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 2nd Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 3rd Prior Year
Minimum tax credit carryforward - 4th & Prior Years
Total Minimum tax credit carryforward
Self-employment income - Client
Self-employment income - Spouse
Ordinary income from ISOs - Client
Ordinary income from ISOs - Spouse
Total Tax Calculation
Marginal Tax Bracket
Federal income tax (net of Making Work Pay credit)
Alternative Minimum Tax
Credit for prior year minimum tax
FICA withholding on wages
Self-employment tax
State income tax
Total Tax
Total Tax Comparison
Tax prior to stock option activity (from Assumptions )
Incremental taxes from all stock option activity

Total Tax Calculation - The total tax calculation is the
total of all tax due in a given year (Federal, alternative
minimum tax, minimum tax credit, credit for prior year
minimum tax, FICA and self-employment tax and state
income tax). These are added together in the row Total Tax.

Total Tax Comparison - The row Tax prior to stock
option activity (from Assumptions) contains the total tax
for the option holder's general financial situation
independent of stock option activity, and is taken directly
from the Assumptions sheet.
The row Incremental taxes from stock option
activity contains an amount that is the difference
between the total taxes calculated on the Assumptions
sheet (that is, without taking into account any exercise
and sale activities) and the Total Tax calculation on
the current Case sheet (that is, after a specified
exercise and sale strategy has been implemented).
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Investment Account - StockOpter Pro lets you re-invest any positive cash flow from stock sales
in a separate investment account. The performance characteristics of this account are defined on the
Assumptions worksheet, including the “Interest charged on a negative balance” to cover margin
loans from exercising options. The Investment Account section on the case sheet breaks down the
performance characteristics of this account including the Annual dividends rate, Capital gains
distributions rate and the Appreciation rate. “Assmp” indicates that the row values came from
the Assumption Sheet.

In StockOpter Pro you can assert specific values for each of these parameters for the Investment
Account in future years. In addition, the “Price Indexer” utility can also be used to apply different
“Appreciation rates.” Thus you can change the rate of appreciation in future years to reflect the
change in the specified index in exactly the same way you can use the “Price Indexer” to model the
price performance of the stock of any (or all) issuing corporations.
StockOpter Pro does not require the use of an investment account when modeling stock
option activity. Setting all the Investment Account values to zero on the Assumptions worksheet
zeroes out the numbers in the Investment Account section, effectively disabling this feature.
StockOpter Pro supports an entry for the “Beginning Year Balance” for the initial model year
for the Investment Account. The corresponding cell on the Case sheet has been colored ‘yellow’ to
invite user data entry. This field can be used to include other investments in the equity
compensation diversification model.
In this section, there is also a row labeled “Spend down amount” that enables users to model client
withdrawals from the investment account for specific years. Spend down amounts should be
entered as negative numbers. This amount is deducted from the “End of year balance” of the
investment account. This feature can be used to model the use of funds that have accumulated in
the investment account from the prior sale of shares.
The row labeled “Cap gain/(loss) from investment account spend down” enables users to
account for the capital gain or loss attributed to the “Spend down” amount in the Investment
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Account for any specific year. This number should be positive for gains and negative for losses.
The amount entered here is added to “Capital gains from stock option and investment activity”
in the “Tax Calculation” section.
When adding a new Case sheet the “yellow” Investment Account assumptions are automatically
brought over from the selected Case sheet.
Totals from Activity - This section summarizes the key values from exercise and sale strategies on
the current case sheets. Total Portfolio Value is the simple sum of value of the Investment
Account plus the current net value of both unvested and vested options and shares.
The row Total after tax cash flow includes all cash from stock and option activity and the cash
flow generated within the Investment Account. The row Portfolio Diversification % is one of
many possible measures of portfolio diversification. You can create your own row(s) and formulas
for other measures. The Portfolio Diversification % is supplied primarily as a gauge for this key
planning parameter, and can be useful as a target for Excel's Goal Seek tool.
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Strategy Wizard Recorder
With StockOpter Pro, when the Strategy wizard
is employed, the date the wizard was last used
and the type of strategy run is recorded in a section at the bottom of the case sheet. In addition, the
existing parameters for the strategies contained in the Strategy wizard at the time the wizard was
utilized are also recorded.
Strategy Wizard Recorder
The strategy wizard was last used on:
Type of strategy which was last chosen:

2/29/2020
By Goal

By Grant Type
Strategy for all ISOs
Strategy for all NQSOs
Strategy for all RSAs
Implement strategies using:
Allow exercise of "underwater" options?

Numbers
No

By Inventory
Percentage of inventory to sell each year
Sell only if market price is this multiple of the exercise
price

0%
1

By Goal
Type of Goal:
Are target values fixed across all years?
Fixed target value for ATCF
Fixed target value for Diversification %
Year of varying target value
Target value for this year
Implement strategy "from" year
Implement strategy "thru" year
Exercise ISOs to AMT limit afterwards?
First sell shares whose GAIN is…
When exercising, process grants first by …
When exercising, break any ties by using …

After tax cash flow
Yes
$200,000
0%
2020
2021
ATCF
2020
2034
Yes
Highest
Bargain Element: Largest first
Expiration date: Earliest first

AMT Limit
Year in which to exercise to AMT Limit
Run an audit after implementation?

2020
Yes
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Create Additional Case Sheets
With StockOpter Pro, you can quickly compare the results of different sets of strategies for the
same set of stock grants. This powerful feature enables you to use alternative strategies for stock
plans, and to vary the market price of a stock and immediately see the effects on after-tax cash flow
and total portfolio values. You do this by creating additional case sheets, each one modeling a
different set of strategies or market price performances.
By creating strategies that contain different exercise and sales dates, quantities, and stock values, you
can identify an approach that meets your tax and cash flow objectives.

To create a new case sheet
1. Select the Add New menu icon

on the StockOpter Pro ribbon, then select Case sheet.

2. To apply the same strategy values from a particular case sheet to the new case sheet click
“The same values as on this sheet” on the form (make sure you are currently in the sheet
from which you want to copy strategy data).
or
Click Blank values to enter new strategic data.
The company price performances and dividend information contained in the case sheet you
were in will be used on the new case sheet. If you are not in a case sheet when you add a
new case sheet, the price performances and dividend information from the BaseCase will be
used.
3. A new case sheet is created in the StockOpter Pro model. The sheet tab appears left of the
TPV chart sheet tab. The cursor is in the top left of the new sheet.
4. If you clicked Blank values in Step 2, type new values in the dark yellow cells to create a
new custom strategy or
Click the Strategies

icon to select and apply strategies.

Delete a case sheet
You can delete all case sheets except the BaseCase sheet at any time. Do not use Excel's standard
procedures for deleting a worksheet.

To delete a case sheet
1. Click the Delete icon
wizard.

from the StockOpter Pro ribbon to activate the delete
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2. Select the case sheet by checking the box and then click the “Delete Sheets” button.


You cannot delete the BaseCase sheet.

Change the Case Sheet Title
The title of the case sheet (in cell A1 of each case sheet) appears in the legend of client deliverables
like charts, tables and reports. You can change the name of this cell to customize client deliverables.
Generate $200k in ATCF Each Year
Risk Free rate
NDAQ == Est. stock price (12/31)
NDAQ == Est. per share dividend (12/31)
NDAQ == Estimated Volatility

Straight 5%
Assmp

2020
1.50%
$112.35
$0.00
35.00%

2021
1.50%
$117.97
$0.00
35.00%

2022
1.50%
$123.87
$0.00
35.00%

To change the case sheet title
Click the case title cell and type a new name and then press the Tab key. The case sheet
displays the new name.
StockOpter Pro Views and Customization
Use the View icon
on the StockOpter Pro ribbon to customize your view of a case sheet. The
following options are available:
▪
▪

▪

▪

All rows: Displays every row on the case sheets.
Full Data Entry Mode: Displays all data entry fields (dark yellow) for all grants
on the current case sheet, as well the inventory (brown) rows, which show the
option and share inventories that constrain the numbers you can enter in the
strategic data entry cells (dark yellow) themselves. This is the default view.
Data Entry for Strategic Cells: Displays only the rows where you can enter
exercise and sales strategies, along with the inventory (brown) rows showing the
number of options and shares available for exercise or sale each year. This is a
useful view when you've reached the stage of planning where you're concerned
solely with developing or tweaking a strategy. This view does not show the Black
Sholes and Insight Ratio rows.
Results: Results is like Full Data Entry Mode but includes rows showing the
value of option and share inventories (the green rows). This view may be useful
while you're working through strategies.
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▪
▪

Full Tax view will display all available calculation rows from the Tax
Calculations section to the bottom of the sheet.
Condensed Tax view will hide all but the summary rows and a few other
important items. This is the default view.

Use the Customize StockOpter
function on the ribbon to change the way StockOpter Pro
looks and behaves. With this wizard you can choose which rows to display on the current case sheet,
suppress warning and confirming messages and control sheet magnification and auto-filling
Assumption sheet cells.
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Creating Strategies
One of the most powerful features in StockOpter Pro is the ability to implement a strategy across
all stock plans of a particular type within a case sheet. The Strategies tool
automated strategies for each type of stock grant.

offers a choice of

▪

By Grant Type: are strategies that automatically implement exercise and sell actions.

▪

By Inventory: these strategies exercise and sell a fixed percentage of the available inventory
over the life of a grant.

▪

By Goal: are strategies that allow you to target specified cash flow or diversification
objectives within specified years.
Manual strategies are custom strategies implementing specific actions that you create.
When you implement a strategy, the changes apply only to the current case sheet.

Automated Strategies
Creating By Grant Type Strategies

To quickly and easily see how different strategies will affect the portfolio’s value, apply one of
StockOpter Pro’s By Grant Type strategies. Different exercise and sale strategies are available for
each type of grant. Appendix D contains a description of how each exercise and sale strategy affects
the case sheet.
You can use either numbers or formulas to implement an exercise and sale strategy. By default,
strategies are filled in with numbers.
Use numbers if you plan to use Excel's Goal Seek or Solver utilities on the case sheet. If
you later change the vesting schedule or the current status values (in Column B), however,
the standard strategy numbers could become obsolete.
Use formulas in strategy cells to ensure that the value in the strategy cell always reflects the
available inventories.
The Formula selection in the Implement strategies using box does not apply to “sell to
cover strategies”. Those strategies are always implemented using numbers.
All of the standard strategies except Leave current choices unchanged will replace all
entries in all strategy cells of all plans of the chosen type.
All of the standard strategies except those that include a sell to cover element occur based
on timing. Timing strategies are implemented without considering strike price, transaction
price, or fair market value. These strategies replace any existing exercise or sale strategies.
The sell to cover strategies take into account the stock price at the time of exercise and
sale. These strategies do not allow exercise of options that are underwater (that is, the
market price is less than the exercise price).
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To create By Grant Type strategies
1. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click the Strategies
the Strategies box will display by default.

icon. The By Grant Type tab in

2. In the drop-down box for the type of grant to which you are applying the strategy, select the
strategy that you want to apply.
3. In the Implement strategies using box click Numbers or Formulas.
4. Decide whether you would like the program to exercise options regardless of whether they
are underwater or not.
5. Click Implement to apply the strategy. The strategy is applied to all grants of the specified
type on the current case sheet, by filling in the dark yellow strategy cells with the appropriate
values.
Click Help in the Strategies box to learn more about each strategy and how it affects the case
sheet data.
Creating By Inventory Diversification Strategies

Use the Strategies
tool to apply a By Inventory diversification strategy to the case sheet. When
you implement a By Inventory diversification strategy, a fixed percentage of the available inventory
is exercised and sold over the life of the grant. A By Inventory diversification strategy affects the
case sheet in the following way:
▪
▪

Processes the NQSO grants first, then the ISO grants. Within each type of grant,
grants are processed in the order in which they appear on the case sheet.
For both ISOs and NQSOs, the available inventory includes the value in the row
# of exercised & unsold shares (12/31). The available inventory also includes
any options that are unexercised and in-the-money. In the last year of a grant all
remaining options that are unexercised and in-the-money are automatically
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▪

▪

exercised. They then become part of the available inventory for that and future
years.
First sells the inventory in the row # of exercised & unsold shares (12/31)
when the diversification percentage is less than 100%. If additional shares are
needed to meet the specified percentage of available inventory, enough vested
and unexercised in-the-money options in that grant are exercised and sold. In
other words, options are not exercised until shares are needed to sell. When the
diversification percentage is less than 100%, ISO shares are disqualified.
Underwater options (the strike price is lower than the exercise price) are not
exercised and sold.

The available inventory is re-assessed each year and can accumulate unexercised (or unsold)
inventory from previous years. If you exercise less than 100 percent, the total percentage
diversified across all model years can be greater than the specified percentage.
Create a new case sheet with the same values before applying the diversification strategy. This
way, you can compare the BaseCase values with diversification strategy values.

To implement a By Inventory diversification strategy
2. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon, click the Strategies

icon.

3. On the Strategies from, click the By Inventory tab.
3. In the % of available inventory box, type a percentage amount of inventory to sell.
4. Click to select the multiple of the exercise price at which to sell.
5. Click Implement. The case sheet displays the effects of the diversification strategy.
By Goal Strategies

The Strategies
tool offers a set of smarter strategies for exercises and sales on a tab titled, “By
Goal.” Each strategy applies to all grants on the current Case sheet. Use the “SARs Info” button
for information on applying “Goal Based” strategies to holdings that contain SARs (Stock
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Appreciation Rights). Additional information about SARs can be found in Appendix G in this
guide.
A feature in these goal based strategies is the ability to specify a range of years in which to perform
these strategies (please note that any current annual strategy on the selected case sheet will remain
the same for the range of years not specified). Using the “Set Exercise/Sale Order” link within
this wizard, you can also specify the order in which grants are processed to meet the specified goal.
Two different types of goals are supported:
1. An “After Tax Cash Flow” goal in which you specify the precise After Tax Cash Flow
(ATCF) goal to achieve. When implemented, the program will begin selling shares and then
exercising and selling options as needed to meet the ATCF goal.
2. A “Diversification %” goal in which you specify a target “Portfolio Diversification %” for
the year. When implemented, the program will begin selling shares and then exercising and
selling options as need to meet the Diversification % goal.
The “Exercise ISOs to AMT Limit afterwards” option will exercise ISO shares as needed up to
the point where your Regular Federal Income Tax and the Tentative Minimum Tax are equal, but
only if your Regular Federal Income Tax exceeds your Tentative Minimum Tax. This strategy will
be incorporated into one of the above strategies.


If the specified goal cannot be met in 1 or more of the selected years the strategy wizard will
generate a message stating:

1. There were an insufficient number of vested options and/or held shares to reach the stated
goal.
2. If the client holds ISOs and the chosen goal-based strategy was implemented with the
‘Exercise ISOs to AMT limit afterwards’ strategy, there may be instances where some of the
ISOs would need to be disqualified to achieve the chosen goal-based strategy during a
particular year. If this is the case, please disqualify the appropriate number of ISOs
manually.
The default order in which grants are processed is as follows: Unrestricted shares are sold first, in
the order specified in the “Set Exercise/Sale Order” link on the Strategies wizard. If the goal is
not met after all unrestricted shares are sold, then NQSO and/or ISO grants are exercised and sold
in the order specified on the Exercise/Sale Order form.
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After Tax Cash Flow Strategy Detail

This choice will exercise and sell shares until the defined After Tax Cash Flow amount is reached,
within a tolerance level of $500. All existing ISO, NQSO and RSA strategies on the current
worksheet are cleared prior to implementing this strategy. In order to reach this goal, the following
sequence is used:
= Held shares are sold first
= NQSO and ISO options are exercised and sold, as needed
Held shares are sold in the order of their cost basis, as specified in the “Set Exercise/Sale Order”
link in the Strategies wizard. The default is highest cost basis first, but this can be changed to lowest
cost basis first. Any distinction between ISO, NQSO and RSA grants is ignored.
The order in which options are exercised and sold is also specified on the Exercise/Sale Order
form. Two criteria are available. They are strike price (highest / lowest) and Expiration date (earliest
/ latest). By default, the first criteria is highest Strike Price. For options with the same strike price, a
second criterion is used. The default second criterion is earliest Expiration Date. If grants are tied on
both criteria, they will be processed in the order in which they appear on the Case sheet (top to
bottom).
After Tax Cash Flow targets may be specified in one of two ways. The first method is for fixed
target values over the years specified. There is a radial button to select the method. In addition,
under this method two drop-down menus are available to specify the range of years that the strategy
will be implemented. The view of this method of this By Goal strategy tab is shown below.

Alternatively, the strategy goals can be chosen specifically by year. This method is implemented if
the “Vary by year” radial button is selected. When that button is selected, an input wizard will
appear for the yearly goals to be specified. Should there be a need to edit those targets, select the
“Edit targets” link with “Vary by year” radial selected. The view of this method of this By Goal
strategy tab is shown below.
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Diversification % Strategy Detail

This choice will exercise and sell shares until the defined Diversification Percentage is reached,
within a tolerance level of .4%. All existing ISO, NQSO and RSA strategies on the current
worksheet are cleared prior to implementing this strategy. In order to reach this goal, the following
sequence is used (the same one used in the Smart Strategies: After Tax Cash Flow):
= Held shares are sold first
= NQSO and ISO options are exercised and sold, as needed
Held shares are in the order of their cost basis, as specified in the “Set Exercise/Sale Order” link
in the Strategies wizard. The default is highest cost basis first, but this can be over-ridden for lowest
cost basis first. Any distinction between ISO, NQSO and RSA grants is ignored.
The order in which options are exercised and sold is also specified on the Exercise/Sale Order
form. Two criteria are available. They are strike price (highest / lowest) and Expiration date (earliest
/ latest). By default, the first criteria is highest Strike Price. Ties among options with the same strike
price will be decided by the second criteria. The default second criterion is earliest Expiration Date.
If grants are tied on both criteria, they will be processed in the order in which they appear on the
Case sheet (lower row numbers are done before higher row numbers).
Diversification % targets may be specified in one of two ways. The first method is for fixed target
values over the years specified. There is a radial button to select the method. In addition, under this
method two drop-down menus are available to specify the range of years that the strategy will be
implemented. The view of this method of this By Goal strategy tab is shown below.
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Alternatively, the strategy goals can be chosen specifically by year. This method is implemented if
the “Vary by year” radial button is selected. When that button is selected, an input wizard will
appear for the yearly goals to be specified. Should there be a need to edit those targets, select the
“Edit targets” link with “Vary by year” radial selected.
AMT Limit Strategy Detail

Both the After Tax Cash Flow and Diversification % strategies can be accompanied by a strategy
that focuses on exercising as many ISO’s as possible without incurring an AMT liability after the
above strategies have been run. This strategy is represented by the radial button selection near the
bottom of the “By Goal” tab.
Alternatively, without running the “By Goal” strategies, the AMT Limit strategy can be run by
itself. This is accomplished on the “AMT Limit” tab in the “Strategies” wizard. This tab will run
this strategy as an overlay for one year at a time only. Please run the audit functionality after this
strategy to ensure that it did not result in the over-exercise of ISO’s. This strategy selection is
shown below.
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Illustrating the Benefits of Diversification

The Diversification Illustrator
provides a way to show option recipients that diversification
can be a less risky approach than holding on to options as long as possible. Use the Diversification
Illustrator to demonstrate the effects on total portfolio value of exercising all the options as late as
possible and selling to cover versus smooth diversification of the available options through the life
of the grant. The Illustrator presents results on a printable bar chart.
Specifically, the Diversification Illustrator operates as follows:
1. Exercises options as late as possible and sells to cover the cost, if any.
2. Sells a percentage of shares at a selected price. The price of the option holder's stock is
projected based on year-to-year performance of a selected company or index.
3. Compares the results of step 1 to those of step 2 and displays the results on a graph.
4. Creates viewable data sheets that document the details of the graphed results.
The Diversification Illustrator will not sell options that are underwater (that is, the market price
is below the exercise price).

To see the effects of diversification on a portfolio
1. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon, click Diversification Illustrator icon
wizard.

to display the

2. In the % of available inventory section, type a percentage amount of shares to sell.
Shares are sold in the year that they vest.
3. Click to select the multiple of the exercise price at which to sell.
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4. Select from the list of companies a company whose stock performance you want to compare
with your stock.
5. Click OK. A graph displays the effects of diversification.

Creating Custom Strategies
Create custom strategies when you want to model an approach that is not included in StockOpter
Pro. You can also use standard strategies and diversification strategies as a beginning point to create
custom strategies tailored to a client’s situation.
Use the Audit
tool whenever you create or customize a strategy to make sure you haven’t
inadvertently over-exercised or over-sold the available inventory.
Any values already in the strategy cells will be over-written when you use the Strategies wizard.

To create a custom strategy
Type the number of shares to be exercised or sold directly in the dark yellow cells within each
option grant.
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Using the Price Indexer to Validate Strategies
The Price Indexer
function aids decision-making by projecting equity compensation values
over 15 years as if the stock in the model were to perform differently. This enables users to
illustrate how company stock and option values behave under different stock price scenarios, rather
than appreciating at the fixed rate entered on the Assumptions sheet. Using the Price Indexer allows
you to apply different growth rates to the Estimated Stock Price (12/31) row and Investment
Account section over a period of 15 years which in turn affects the other values on the case sheet.
The Price Indexer also lets you reset the values on Case sheets with the values from the
Assumptions sheet for Risk Free Rate, Stock Price, Dividends, Volatility and Investment Account
appreciation, dividends and cap gains rates. Additionally, with the multi-company capability of
StockOpter Pro, you can separately index each company stock price on a Case sheet.

The Price Indexer can be used to model different types of price fluctuations for both the underlying
stock and the appreciation rates for the Investment Account. The individual company indices were
removed from the 2016 version of StockOpter Pro because they weren’t that effective at modeling
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risk. There are now four types of indices that can be applied:
• Historical market indices (i.e. DOW, S&P and NASDAQ). You will need to indicate a
starting year for these because there are over 40 years of data. If you select a starting year
with less than 15 years of available data, no further change in the price are applied beyond
the last year of data.
• Straight line indices (i.e. 10%, 5%, 0% and -5%).
• Static variable indices with a growth rate and volatility assumption. These are values and
not formulas which make them "static" but they average out to the assumed growth rate.
• Dynamic variable indices also with growth rate and volatility assumptions. However, these
are implemented with formulas so they will update by hitting F9 on the Price Index sheet.
Dynamic indices are copied as value when applied to a Case sheet to keep StockOpter Pro
from constantly recalculating.
Consider applying a static or dynamic stock price index and a market index for the Investment
Account. This will simulate a comparison of an individual stock to the selected market index.

To use the Price Indexer:
1. Go to the Case sheet you want to apply an index and click the Price Indexer
the StockOpter Pro ribbon to display the wizard.

icon from

2. Click the “Leave as is” radial button for any assumption you do not want to change.
3. Select which company you would like to apply the Price Indexer to, or apply it to all
companies, which is the default.
4. In the Use Index drop down select an index and a starting year as required for any historical
index.
5. Repeat steps 3&4 for the Appreciation rate of the Investment Account if desired.
6. Click “Use Assumption sheet data (thru formulas)” as need for the Risk Free Rate,
Dividend, Volatility and Investment Account assumptions.
7. Hit OK. Data from the selected index replaces the Estimated Stock Price (12/31) and the
Investment Account appreciation rate and new values display throughout the Case sheet.
8. View the Totals from Activity rows at the bottom of the Case sheet or the TPV and Case
Summary tabs to compare results of the applied price indices.
Changing or Add indexes: The PriceIndices worksheet can be modified to add or edit indices.
However, do NOT add or delete any rows on this worksheet. Doing so will cause system errors.
There are 3 blank rows for adding your own market, company or straight line index. Company
indices need a starting year and reflect the year to year percentage change in stock price. The
Dynamics indices can be modified by changing the Growth% and Volatility% values (be sure to
update the name of the index). There are also 4 rows for adding your own Dynamic index.
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Override Transaction Stock Prices
The row Transaction stock price override in each grant block enables you to model exercise and
sale of stock during the course of the year at a different price than the projected end-of year price
(that is, the price in the row Estimated stock price (12/31)). This is especially useful in doing endof-year planning or 10b5-1 modeling, to determine cash flow and tax consequences of stock sale at a
price other than the estimated end-of-year price.
Transaction Stock Price Override allows the user to override the estimated stock price at the top of
the case sheet on a year by year and grant by grant basis. When a value is entered in a Transaction
Stock Price Override cell it will be used for that year and grant in lieu of the Estimated Stock Price
(12/31) row.
Transaction stock price override does the following:
It models the combined effect of the different prices on income and cash flow in the year
of exercise and sale.
Applies to all of StockOpter Pro's standard exercise and sale and diversification
strategies by grant or share block for all 15 years.
It is subject to an inventory audit but not to a price audit. This means that you cannot sell
more shares than are available, but you can enter a transaction at any price.
It is not subject to price indexing via the Price Indexer.
Is included when data in a workbook is migrated to a new version and when a model is
rolled over to the next year.

To override the stock price in any year of the model for a specific option/share
block:
Type a new stock price in the yellow cells of the row “Transaction stock price override”
Running Alternative Strategies
Copying strategies is useful if you want to evaluate how sensitive that strategy is to different stock
prices. On a new case sheet, keep the same strategy but alter the values in the rows Estimated
stock price (12/31), and Estimated per share dividend (12/31), to reflect different expectations.
When you copy strategies, you can refine them by directly editing the data in the dark yellow cells on
the new Case sheet.
If you need to change the basic grant information, such as dates or number of unvested options, you
must do it on the BaseCase sheet. When you modify the data there, it will then propagate through all
case sheets in the model. Similarly, to update plan data common to all cases (for example, grant
dates and exercise prices), edit the appropriate information on the BaseCase sheet. Case sheets
beyond the BaseCase sheet do not have yellow cells (the cells for entry of data that applies to all case
sheets). The equivalent cells are white. They are protected and contain formulas that refer directly to
values on the BaseCase sheet.
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Refine and Optimize Strategies with Goal Seek
You can use all of Excel's native functions when refining and optimizing strategies. Use Goal Seek
to find and optimize the best strategy to meet client goals. When goal seeking, Excel varies the
value in one specific cell until a formula that depends on that cell returns the desired results.
There are two key constraints to keep in mind when using Goal Seek within StockOpter Pro:
1. You can adjust only one grant and one year at a time.
2. Goal Seek can find a solution that exercises or sells more options or shares than are
available. Review the Goal Seek solution to make sure it seems reasonable, or use
StockOpter Pro's Audit tool to check the solution.
Be aware that Goal Seek may not be able to find a solution because the number of shares to
exercise or sell must be whole numbers. If this happens alter the target value until an
approximate value is identified.
Five examples of strategies that use Goal Seek to achieve a goal follow.
Optimize AMT
This technique allows you to maximize the number of options that you exercise within a given ISO
without triggering alternative minimum tax. The approach is to ask Excel to calculate the number of
options to exercise so that the Tentative Minimum Tax (in the Tax Calculations section) equals the
Federal Income Tax.

To exercise an ISO without triggering AMT
1. Click the BaseCase sheet or the case sheet in which you want to apply Goal Seek.
2. In the case sheet that contains the ISO data, scroll down to the row Tentative
Minimum Tax and click to select the cell that corresponds to the year in which you
want to exercise the options.
3. Click the Goal Seek
icon from the StockOpter Pro Ribbon. The Goal Seek box
displays. The cell address that you selected is displayed in the Set Cell box.
4. In the case sheet that contains the ISO data, scroll up to the row Federal Income Tax.
5. Click the To value box and type the value in the cell of the row Federal Income Tax
that corresponds with the year in which you want to exercise the options.
6. Click the By changing cell box.
7. Scroll up to the ISO grant that you want to exercise.
8. In the row # of qualified options to exercise, click to select the cell that corresponds
to the year in which you want to exercise the options. A cell address displays in the By
changing cell box.
9. Click OK.
10. When Goal Seek has found a solution, click OK again.
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Target a Diversification Level
This technique enables you to identify how many shares to sell in order to achieve a desired level of
portfolio diversification in a specified year.

To diversify the portfolio
1. In the case sheet that contains the grant you want to diversify, scroll down to the row
Portfolio Diversification %.
2. Click to select the cell that corresponds to the year in which you want to sell the shares.
3. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click Goal Seek . The Goal Seek box displays. The cell
address that you selected is displayed in the Set cell box.
4. Type the decimal value of desired diversification (for example, 0.25) in the To value box.
5. Click in the By changing cell box.
6. Scroll up to the grant data for the shares that you want to sell.
7. In the row # of shares to sell, click to select the cell that corresponds to the year in which
you want to sell the shares. A cell address displays in the By changing cells box.
8. Click OK.
9. When Goal Seek has found a solution, click OK again.
Cover the Cost of Exercising
This technique enables you to identify how many shares you must sell to cover the cost of an
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exercise.

To sell NQSOs to cover the cost of an exercise
1. In the case sheet that contains the NQSO data, scroll down to the row Total After Tax
Cash Flow from all stock option activity.
2. Click to select the cell that corresponds to the year in which you want to sell the shares.
3. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click Goal Seek . The Goal Seek box displays. The cell
address that you selected is displayed in the Set cell box.
4. Type "0" in the To value box.
5. Click in the By changing cell box.
6. Scroll up to the NQSO grant that you want to sell.
7. In the row # of shares to sell, click to select the cell that corresponds to the year in which
you want to sell the shares. A cell address displays in the By changing cells box.
8. Click OK.
9. When Goal Seek has found a solution, click OK again.
Achieve a Cash Flow Goal
This technique enables you to find a stock price at which to sell shares in order to achieve a cash
flow goal.

To achieve a cash flow goal
1. Select a case sheet.
2. In the row Total After Tax Cash Flow from all stock option activity, click the cell that
corresponds to the year in which you want to sell the shares.
3. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click Goal Seek . The Goal Seek box will display. The
cell address that you selected is displayed in the Set cell box.
4. Type the desired cash flow amount in the To value box.
5. Click in the By changing cell box.
6. In the row Estimated stock price (12/31), click the cell that corresponds to the year in
which you want to achieve the cash flow amount.
7. In the row # of shares to sell, click the cell that corresponds to the year in which you want
to sell the shares. A cell address displays in the By changing cells box.
8. Click OK.
9. When Goal Seek has found a solution, click OK.
Compare Stock Price Appreciation Assumptions
This technique employs price sensitivity analysis to compare the impact of alternative stock price
appreciation assumptions.

To compare stock price appreciation assumptions
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1. Create a case sheet using one of StockOpter Pro's standard strategies.
2. Create a second case sheet using the same values as the first case sheet.
3. On the second case sheet, revise the price assumptions in the row Estimated stock price
(12/31) to demonstrate an alternative performance scenario.
4. Create a third case sheet with blank values and then create a diversification strategy.
5. Create a fourth case sheet with the same values as the third case sheet.
6. Revise the price appreciation assumption in the row Estimated stock price (12/31) in the
same manner as for case sheet 2.
7. Compare the impact of diversification and stock price performance using the TPV (Total
Portfolio Value) chart.
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Audit Data
Use the Audit Case tool
to check for data entry errors and for data that don’t match the
parameters of the subject. Results, including the location and nature of the data that failed the audit,
display on a separate Audit sheet. The Audit sheet tab remains visible until you close StockOpter
Pro.
We recommend that you run the audit function as well as manually audit your data frequently to
check for errors. Information about the location and nature of the data that failed the audit is
included in the results of the audit tool. This information changes each time you run an audit.
Correct the data and re-run the audit before relying on any calculated information within
StockOpter Pro.
Audits occur at these three times:
▪
▪

During data entry or editing using the data entry wizards
During data entry or editing directly on the worksheets

▪

Through use of the Audit Case

tool

You can manually delete the Audits worksheet at any time. The workbook will not be
affected, and you will be able to run future audits.
Audits provide a way to review data, but do not guarantee that the data is accurate or
consistent. Use other established methods for quality control.
Use StockOpter Pro's context-sensitive help and online help if you're not sure what data to
enter in a cell.

To run an audit
1. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click Audit Case

. The Audits message displays.

2. Click OK. If the Audit detected errors, the Audit sheet displays.
3. Use the audit information to identify and correct data errors.
4. When you are done correcting errors, run another audit and continue this process until the
audit passes.
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Client Deliverables
To prepare client presentations you can print any of the charts, tables, or worksheets included in the
program.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The Total Portfolio Value (TPV), TPV15, TPV Terminal, After Tax Cash
Flow (ATCF), and AllCases charts show the results of the exercise and sell
strategies on each Case sheet.
The Diversification chart compares the projected Value of Company Stock
and Options with the projected Value of the Investment Account for a
specific case sheet.
The ToDoSchedule shows the exercise and sell strategy for a selected year.
The CaseSummary shows the graphed data in tabular form.
The Tax Comparison Report compares the tax sections of different cases.
The Details charts show key dates and values for each grant strategy.
The Initial Inventory lists original dates and values each grant.

You can also create custom charts using the Excel Chart Wizard and customize client reports using
Excel features to add, for example, headers and footers or graphics such as your company logo.
TPV (Total Portfolio Value) chart
This chart displays the Total Portfolio Value for the BaseCase and case sheets. The information on
this chart is taken from the row Total Portfolio Value on each case sheet.
The TPV chart’s legends are taken from cell A1 in each case sheet. You can change the name of
this cell to customize client deliverables by clicking in the case title cell, typing a new name, and
then pressing the Tab key. The case sheet displays the new name.
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TPV15 Chart
In a horizontal bar chart format similar to the “Diversification Illustrator”, this chart plots the Total
Portfolio Value at year 15 for each Case sheet in the model. As with all the other charts and reports
in StockOpter Pro, this chart also automatically refreshes each time you choose it, and it respects
any “Case Filter” settings you have made.

TPV Terminal Chart
In a horizontal bar chart format similar to the “TPV15” chart, this chart plots the Total Portfolio
Value at year 15 for each Case sheet in the model assuming that all shares, options, and the
investment account are liquidated. As with all the other charts and reports in StockOpter Pro, this
chart also automatically refreshes each time you choose it, and it respects any “Data Filter” settings.
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Diversification Chart
This chart compares the projected Value of Company Stock and Options with the projected
Value of the Investment Account for a specific case sheet selected using the Data Filter function.
The chart is useful in developing a strategy that meets the employee’s diversification goals over time.

ACTF (After-Tax Cash Flow) Chart
This chart displays the after-tax cash flow for case sheets. This information is taken from the row
Total after tax cash flow from stock option activity on the case sheet.
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AllCases
The AllCases chart displays the resulting Total Portfolio Value (on the left vertical axis) and After
Tax Cash Flow (on the right vertical axis) for the two independent sets of exercise and sale strategies
defined in a workbook. You can use the AllCases chart to show clients the impact of different
strategies on after-tax cash flows while maximizing net worth.

ToDoSchedule
The ToDoSchedule shows what you are scheduled to do and when for one set of exercise and sale
strategies. Again, you can choose which set of strategies you would like to show this for.
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CaseSummary
The CaseSummary gives you the information in the AllCases chart, but in tabular format. The
information is presented as a table for each set of exercise and sale strategies.
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Details
The ISODetails, NQSODetails, and RSADetails tables show key dates and values on a year-byyear basis for each grant strategy in the model.

NQSO Exercise and Sale Strategy for …
Case
NQSO
Label:
Owner
Date of
grant

Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
NQSO
Label:
Owner
Date of
grant

Year
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

NQSO #1 -- Name/ID:

NQSO
Name: NQ 2018

Client

Company
NDAQ
Relationship
Grant expiration
3/1/2018 date
3/1/2028 Exercise Price

Vesting
schedule Options available
(1/1) for exercise (1/1)
5,000
10,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
20,000
0
20,000
0
20,000
0
20,000
0
20,000
0
20,000
0
20,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Options Shares available
exercised
for sale
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20,000
20,000
0
4,902
0
2,621
0
2,621
0
2,621
0
2,621
0
2,621

NQSO
NQSO #2 -- Name/ID:
Name: NQ 2020
Client
Company
NDAQ
Relationship
Grant expiration
3/1/2020 date
3/1/2030 Exercise Price
Vesting
schedule Options available
(1/1) for exercise (1/1)
0
0
6,000
6,000
6,000
12,000
6,000
18,000
6,000
24,000
0
24,000
0
24,000
0
24,000
0
24,000
0
24,000
0
24,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Options Shares available
exercised
for sale
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24,000
24,000
0
5,824
0
4,008
0
4,008
0
4,008
53

Employee
$86.22

Shares sold
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,098
2,281
0
0
0
0
0

Employee
$107.00

Shares sold
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18,176
1,816
0
0
0
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Initial Inventory
The Initial Inventory lists original dates and values on a year-by-year basis for every grant in the
model.
Initial Inventory
Plan Type ISO
Grant ID
ISO 2014
Owner Client
Issuing Company NDAQ
Owner relationship to company Employee
Grant date
3/1/14
Expiration date
3/1/24
Exercise Price
$36.94
Per Share AMT Adj / Cost Basis*
0.00
# Unvested options /shares
0
# Vested options /shares
12,000
# of Exercised and unsold shares
0

ISO

NQSO

NQSO

ISO 2016
Client
NDAQ
Employee
3/1/16
3/1/26
$66.38
0.00
4,000
12,000
0

NQ 2018
Client
NDAQ
Employee
3/1/18
3/1/28
$86.22
0.00
15,000
5,000
0

NQ 2020
Client
NDAQ
Employee
3/1/20
3/1/30
$107.00
0.00
24,000
0
0

RSA
Long /
Owned
Shares
Client
NDAQ
Employee
3/1/19
N/A
$0.00
85.00
0
10,000
10,000

4,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5,000
5,000
5,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

RSA

RSU 2019
Client
NDAQ
Employee
3/1/19
N/A
$0.00
0.00
10,000
0
0

Vesting Schedule
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
* For ISOs, this is 'Average per share
AMT adjustment before sale', for
NQSOs and RSPs this is 'Average per
share cost basis before sale'

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Tax Comparison Report
This creates a worksheet on which the “Tax Calculations” sections of two Case sheets are compared
head-to-head for the first two years in the model. It allows you to more closely analyze the near-term
impact of strategies modeled on two different Case sheets. Any number of these reports can be run
with different combinations of case sheets being selected.
Cells in the “Tax Comparison” are linked by formula to the source Case sheets. Any changes in
those Case sheets or their strategies, is thus immediately reflected in the Tax Comparison Report.
This report can be accessed by selecting the Run Tax Comparison
icon on the StockOpter
Pro Ribbon. An example of the “Tax Comparison Report” wizard is shown below:

An example of the Tax Comparison report (Worksheet: Tax Comp#) is below.
Tax Comparison 2

Exercise ALAP & Sell to CoverDiversify
ONLY 5% /Year up to 60%
2020

2021

Summary

2020

2021

Summary

Difference

Federal Income Tax Calculation
Regular Federal Income Tax

36,459

37,209

73,668

45,316

50,593

95,909

(22,241)

AMT Calculation
Tentative Minimum Tax

26,166

26,166

52,332

45,376

50,653

96,029

(43,697)

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
888

0
948

0
948

0
(948)

Total Tax Calculation
Total Tax

69,451

71,479

140,930

85,918

95,699

181,617

(40,687)

Total Tax Comparison
Tax prior to stock option activity (from Assumptions)
Incremental taxes from all stock option activity

69,451
0

71,479
0

140,930
0

69,451
16,467

71,479
24,220

140,930
40,687

0
(40,687)

1.00%
1.00%
6.00%
0
0
0
206,593

1.00%
1.00%
6.00%
0
0
206,593
483,915

483,915

(483,915)

2020
206,593
1,513,200
2,802,181
4,315,381
4,521,974
206,593
5%

2021
483,915
1,535,910
2,999,363
4,535,273
5,019,188
264,926
10%

Summary
483,915
1,535,910
2,999,363
4,535,273
5,019,188
471,519

Difference
(483,915)
0
520,207
520,207
36,292
(471,519)

TAX CALCULATIONS

Tentative AMT refundable credit for current year
Total Minimum tax credit carryforward

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
Annual dividends rate
Capital gains distributions rate
Appreciation rate
Spend down amount (enter as negative amount)
Cap gain/(loss) from investment account spend down
Beginning year balance
End of year balance

TOTALS FROM ACTIVITY
Value of investment account (12/31)
Value of unvested options and restricted shares
Value of vested options and unrestricted shares
Value of company stock and options
TOTAL PORTFOLIO VALUE
Total after tax cash flow
Portfolio Diversification %

1.00%
1.00%
6.00%
0
0
0
0

1.00%
1.00%
6.00%
0
0
0
0

2020

2021

0
1,513,200
3,025,240
4,538,440
4,538,440
0
0%

0
1,535,910
3,519,570
5,055,480
5,055,480
0
0%
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0

Summary
0
1,535,910
3,519,570
5,055,480
5,055,480
0
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Data Filter
Using the Data Filer
icon on the StockOpter Pro Ribbon you can control which years and
which Case sheets to display in the majority of the outputs. While the default is all Case sheets and
all years, the TOP SECTION of the Data Filter wizard enables you to include selected Cases and
years in the StockOpter Pro reports and charts. The BOTTOM SECTION of this wizard
selects which case sheet to use for the “Diversification” chart. After you make your selections, click
the OK button to apply.
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Special Data Considerations
Convert Spaces to Blanks in Strategy Cells (Dark Yellow Cells)
While punctuation or spaces entered into the strategy cells will cause StockOpter Pro to report
#value errors, punctuation can be easily viewed should you receive these reported errors. However,
spaces are not visible and can be difficult to detect. For this reason, we have added functionality in
StockOpter Pro that will automatically convert cells with spaces in them to blank values. This
functionality, Yellow Spaces to Blanks in Case Sheets
is accessible from the StockOpter
Pro Ribbon.
Handling Prior Current-Year Transactions
In order for StockOpter Pro to model the impacts of possible future transactions accurately, you
must incorporate the results of all transactions that occurred prior to the current modeling year. This
includes transactions that have already taken place within the current year. These transactions are
called prior current-year transactions.
To include prior current-year transactions, type data for transactions that took place before the
current year as part of the standard data entry procedures within StockOpter Pro. Or, type the data
directly in column B on the BaseCase Sheet.

Enter data that affects the current
year income in Column B of the
Assumption sheet. The required
data is different for each grant type
so use the following procedure for
specific grant types.
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To add prior current-year ISO transactions
1. Click the Assumptions sheet.
2. In column C make the following adjustments for prior current year transactions:
▪
▪
▪

Adjust data in the row income section prior to stock option activity.
Adjust data in the row AMT adjustment & preference items.
Modify data in the row Percentage of non-ISO AMT adjustments &
preferences treated as exclusion items.

3. In column D (the second year of the model), update the numbers representing pre-stock
option activity values.
4. Click the BaseCase sheet and scroll to the ISO grant(s).
5. In column B make the following adjustments for prior current-year transaction data:
▪

▪

▪
▪

Remove the options that have vested during the current year but prior to
modeling from the row # of unvested options and from the first year of the
vesting schedule, then add these options to the row # of vested and
unexercised options.
Remove the options that have been exercised during the current year but prior to
modeling from the row # of vested and unexercised options, then add these
options to the row # of exercised & unsold shares (provided they were not
sold).
Add any adjustment related to such exercise to the row Available AMT
adjustment before sale.
Remove shares that were sold in a prior current-year transaction from the row #
of exercised & unsold shares and then remove the AMT adjustment relating to
those shares from the row Available AMT adjustment before sale.

To add prior current-year NQSO transactions
1. Click the Assumptions sheet.
2. In column C adjust data in the row income section prior to stock option activity.
3. In column D (the second year of the model), update the numbers representing pre-stock
option activity values.
4. Click the BaseCase sheet and scroll to the NQSO grant(s).
5. In column B make the following adjustments for prior current-year transactions:
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Remove the options that have vested during the current year but prior to
modeling from the row # of unvested options and from the first year of the
vesting schedule, then add these options to the row # of vested and
unexercised options.
Remove the options that have been exercised during the current year but prior to
modeling from the row # of vested and unexercised options, then add these
to the row # of exercised & unsold shares. (provided they were not sold).
Add the cost basis of such shares to the row Cum cost basis after sale.
Remove shares that were sold in a prior current-year transaction from the row #
of exercised & unsold shares.
Remove the cost basis related to those shares from the row Cum cost basis
after sale.
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To add prior current year RSA transactions
1. Click the Assumptions sheet.
2. In column C adjust for any items that would be included in the income section due to prior
current-year transactions prior to stock option activity.
3. In column D (the second year of the model), update the numbers representing pre-restricted
stock activity values.
4. Click the BaseCase sheet and scroll to the RSA grant(s).
5. In column B make the following adjustments for prior current-year transactions:
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Remove the shares that have vested during the current year but prior to
modeling from the rows # of restricted shares and # of restricted 83(b)
shares (if applicable) and from the first year of the vesting schedule.
Add shares that were not subsequently sold to the rows Cum total # of
unrestricted shares, Cum # of unrestricted non-83(b) shares (if applicable),
# of unrestricted shares available for sale, and # of shares in cost basis
pool (before sale) (if applicable).
Add any basis generated by vesting to the row Cum cost basis before sale.
Remove shares that were sold in a prior current-year transaction from the rows
Cum total # of unrestricted shares, Cum # of unrestricted non-83(b)
shares (if applicable), # of unrestricted shares available for sale, and # of
shares in cost basis pool (before sale).
Remove the cost basis relating to those shares from the row Cum cost basis
before sale.

Adding Stock Splits
Use the Stock Split function on the StockOpter Pro Ribbon to model both stock splits and
reverse splits. Splits affect all quantities (i.e. Granted, Exercised and Sold) and all prices (i.e.
Exercise, Estimated Stock Price, Per Share Dividend and Transaction Price Override ) on all case
sheets.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

To model a stock split, provide the ratio of new shares to old shares (or postsplit shares to pre-split shares).
StockOpter Pro adjusts the number of all stock and options in the model by
selected ratio.
For example, a 2 for 1 stock split will double the number of shares, cut the stock
prices, exercise prices and dividends in half.
The total value of the shares remains the same before and after the split.
Modeling a reverse split undoes the effects of a previously modeled stock split.

You can also use a reverse split to model some corporate mergers.
Repairing a Corrupted Workbook
We recommend that you do not attempt to alter the formulas that underlie a StockOpter Pro
workbook. If a formula is changed, calculations in StockOpter Pro models could be inaccurate. If
this does happen, however, you can use the Data Migration tool to repair a workbook.

To repair a corrupted workbook
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1. Open a new workbook.
2. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click the Migrate from a StockOpter Pro file

icon.

3. Highlight the file to select it and click Open. The Busy working message displays.
3. Once migration is complete, review the data and rename the workbook as appropriate.
Importing and Migrating Data
StockOpter Pro has tools for importing grant data from StockOpter.com. It also can migrate the
Assumption, BaseCase and Strategy Case Sheets from prior versions of StockOpter Pro into a
new/empty StockOpter Pro workbook. Detailed information regarding these functions is shown
below.
Importing from StockOpter.com

If a participant’s information has been entered into StockOpter.com, the StockOpter Pro import
function will transfer the client’s name, ticker symbol, dividend and current stock price to the
Assumption sheet. On the BaseCase sheet it will also transfer the client’s grant data to column B,
the vesting schedule to the appropriate years, the stock price & per share dividend and the value of
their diversified portfolio (VDP) to the Beginning Year Balance in the “Investment Account”
section.
SARs (Stock Appreciation Rights) and PSOs (Performance Stock Options) are placed in the NQSO
grant block. RSUs (Restricted Stock Units) and PSGs (Performance Share Grants) are placed in the
Restricted Stock Award grant block. SARs, PSOs, RSUs and PSGs imported from StockOpter.com
will be identified in RED in the first row of the grant block. Any “Owned Shares” and the “Total
Cost Basis” in StockOpter.com will be transferred to StockOpter Pro as a new grant in the
“Restricted Share” block (the average cost basis is calculated by dividing the number of owner
shares by the total cost basis).
When migrating from StockOpter.com more detailed assumption information will need to be
added. Also note that the new grant types may produce inappropriate results using the strategy
wizard. Please review the results of all strategies to be sure they apply.

To migrate data from StockOpter.com
1. Login to StockOpter.com and use the Create SO Pro Import File function under the
Participants Menu to create a file to be imported into StockOpter Pro (this file will
contain a single participant/client).
2. Open a new workbook in StockOpter Pro.
3. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click the Import from a StockOpter.com file
select the file created by StockOpter.com and click Open.

icon,

4. You will get a confirmation message if you have imported any new grant types (see
above), owned shares/cost basis or VDP. You will also be informed if there are any
expired grants or past or past vesting events.
5. Once migration is complete, enter any additional assumptions and rename the workbook
as appropriate.
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StockOpter Pro Migration

Migrating data from prior versions of StockOpter Pro will transfer the Assumption, BaseCase, and
all strategy case sheets (Case2, etc.) in their entirety.

To migrate data from a prior year StockOpter Pro model
1. Open a new workbook in the new StockOpter Pro version.
2. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click Migrate from a StockOpter Pro file

icon.

3. Highlight the file to select it and click Open. The Busy working message displays.
4. Once migration is complete, review the data and rename the workbook as appropriate.
Data Rollover
The Data Rollover utility serves to update a StockOpter Pro workbook by resetting the initial
model year and using the exercise and sales values on a selected Strategy Case sheet to update the
grant inventory numbers in column B on the BaseCase worksheet. All subsequent case sheets use
the new BaseCase data as the starting point for planning purposes. You should carefully review all
cases to ensure that they are consistent with the updated inventory and vesting information.
Detailed information regarding the changes resulting from use of the Data Rollover utility is
contained in Appendix E.
The rollover function has replaced any Excel formulas that were found in the stock price section
and the strategy rows with values. Consequently, you may need to update the Risk Free Rate,
Dividend and Volatility assumptions using the “Price Indexer” function. Also be aware that the
price assumptions in year 15 on the Case Sheets have been reset to zero which can also be
updated with the Price Indexer.

To rollover the data in StockOpter Pro
1. On the StockOpter Pro Ribbon click the Data Rollover
StockOpter data rollover utility dialogue box displays.
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2. Select the Case Sheet with the latest exercise / sale data to rollover from the dropdown box.
And click Start to begin the rollover. A message will display when the rollover is complete
indicating the new initial year.
3.

The Start button can be used in succession to rollover multiple years. Click Close to end
the utility and to review your data.
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Appendix A: Customizing StockOpter Pro
Use Customize StockOpter
function on the Ribbon to change the way that StockOpter Pro
behaves and looks. Choose which rows to display in the current case sheet and then enable or
disable some of the StockOpter Pro system messages here.
You can also use Excel’s features to extend and customize StockOpter Pro. For example, you can
change fonts or color schemes; add new rows, columns, graphs, or worksheets; link values from
other Excel workbooks directly into StockOpter Pro; and link StockOpter Pro's own output to
Word, PowerPoint or other applications.
Before you can implement many extensions, you must "unprotect" an existing StockOpter Pro
worksheet. To do this, on the Excel menu click File. The Info tab will show Permissions and
enable you to Unprotect specific worksheets. No password is needed; however, do not add your
own password when protecting an existing StockOpter Pro worksheet.
When you extend StockOpter Pro by adding your own rows, columns, formulas, worksheets and
graphs, you must work within the following constraints:
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

Add new rows and columns below or to the right of existing StockOpter Pro
rows. You can also add a custom formula in any white, blank cell within the
existing bounds of a StockOpter Pro worksheet.
New worksheets (if any) cannot be created by copying an existing case sheet.
To use the data on an existing case sheet, open the case sheet with the data you
want to copy. Next, Select the Add New
function and choose Case Sheet.

The New StockOpter Pro Case sheet request box displays. Click to select
The same values as on this sheet or Blank values and then click OK. A new
case sheet is created.
Do not alter existing StockOpter Pro charts or other deliverable sheets (for
example, ISODetails, or NQSODetails) in any way. Doing so could disable core
StockOpter Pro functions and features.
Do not password protect any native StockOpter Pro worksheet or chart.

Any changes or extensions are at your own risk. Net Worth Strategies will support any parts of
the workbook that are native to StockOpter Pro, but will not support custom extensions.
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Appendix B: Data Checklist
This checklist summarizes the background information that you will need to have on hand in
order to create a StockOpter Pro model.
Row

Information needed

Client name

Client’s name

Filing status

1=Single, 2=Married Filing Jointly, 3=Married
Filing Separately, 4=Head of Household,
5=Qualifying widow(er)

Number of exemptions
Salaries and wages, option holder
Salaries and wages, spouse
Self-employment income, option holder
Self-employment income, spouse
Investment income
Dividend Income (qualified)
Long-term capital gain (loss)
Other income

Form 1040, line 1
Form 1040, line 1
Schedule SE
Schedule SE
Form 1040, lines 2b, 3b and potentially, line 7a
Form 1040, line 3a
Schedule D
Form 1040, line 4b, 4d, 5b, Schedule 1 line 9 less
SE income in lines 3, 5, 6, or 8
Adjustments to gross income
Form 1040, Schedule 1 line 22 less line 14
Deductible taxes, excluding state income Schedule A, line 7 less line 5a
tax
Interest paid on home equity loan
Schedule A, potentially lines 8a, 8b and 8c
Investment interest expense
Schedule A, line 9
Other investment expense, excluding
Schedule A, possibly line 16
investment interest
Other itemized deductions, excluding
Schedule A, lines 4, 7, 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, 14, 15, and 16
state income tax
less investment portion of line 16
AMT adjustments & preferences:
Form 6251, lines 2a (less state tax portion), 2b, 2c,
Exclusion items
2d, 2g, 2h, exclusion items included from K-1 on
line 2j. Certain Line 3 items, if any. If taken, the
standard deduction
AMT adjustments & preferences:
Form 6251, lines 2e, 2f, 2i, 2j (other than above),
Deferral items
2k-t, certain line 3 items, if any
Minimum tax credit carryforward
Form 8801, line 26
Capital loss carryforward
Capital Loss carryforward worksheet in Schedule
D instructions
Investment interest carryforward
Form 4952, line 7
Capital loss carryforward - AMT basis
AMT version of Capital Loss carryforward
worksheet in Schedule D instructions
Investment interest carryforward - AMT AMT version of form 4952, line 7
basis
Capital gains tax rate override
Estimated by advisor and client (leave blank if
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Row
Average state income tax rate
State taxable income adjustment
Initial stock price (1/1 of first year of
model)
Per share dividend (1/1 of first year of
model)
Investment account assumption rates:

Information needed
unknown)
Use state tax tables to develop estimate
Use state tax table to estimate for any adjustments
made to state income
January 1st stock price
Current per share dividend
Annual dividends, capital gains, distributions,
appreciation, interest (loan) rate for negative
balances

You will also need a copy of option grant statements including the following information:
▪ ISO: name of grant, date of grant, grant expiration date, exercise price, #
of unvested shares with vesting schedule, # of vested and unexercised
shares, # of shares exercised and unsold, cumulative AMT adjustment.
▪ NQSO: name of grant, date of grant, grant expiration date, exercise price,
# of unvested shares with vesting schedule, # of vested and unexercised
shares, # of shares exercised and unsold, cum cost basis.
▪ Restricted stock Agreements: name of grant, date of grant, price per share,
# of restricted shares, cum # of unrestricted non-83(b) shares, # of
unrestricted shares available for sale, # of shares in cost basis pool (before
sale), cum cost basis before sale.
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Appendix C: Notes on StockOpter Pro’s Calculations
Calculations of state and Federal taxes

StockOpter Pro calculates state and Federal taxes as follows:
1. Self-employment and FICA taxes on compensation income are calculated, taking into
separate account the self-employment income of option holder and spouse. The amount
subject to self-employment income is affected by the "Relationship to issuer" question
on the Assumptions worksheet. In other words, a contractor’s income is subject to selfemployment tax.
2. Tax charts are used to calculate Federal tax liability. StockOpter Pro uses estimated tax
charts based on the most current tax law available. It adjusts each year for the changes,
such as tax rate levels and phase-out levels that will be phased in over the next several
years, in each year that the change is implemented. It also implements the sunset
provisions imposed in the acts.
3. The inflation adjuster in row Estimated inflation/escalation rate of the Assumptions
sheet indexes all necessary income brackets for inflation. This input is optional.
4. StockOpter Pro assumes no underpayment penalties for Federal and State tax.
5. The 5 percent and 15 percent capital gains tax brackets are the default rates applied. You
can over-ride these numbers by supplying a capital gains tax rate over-ride amount on
the Assumptions worksheet. Your numbers will over-ride all StockOpter Pro defaults,
including the 5 percent/15 percent split at the applicable income level.
6. All transactions are assumed to occur on the last day of the year, including all stock
option exercise and sale activity, as well as transactions within the Investment Account.
7. The state income tax calculation uses the average state tax rate supplied by the user on
the Assumptions worksheet. (The default is 0 percent.)
8. The state tax calculation uses current year Federal adjusted gross income less itemized
deductions, less the amount in the row State taxable income adjustment, plus state
taxes to determine the state tax liability for the current year. No other state-specific
values are used, such as state-specific exemption amounts or capital or AMT tax rates.
9. State income taxes are assumed to be paid in the year incurred.
Valuations of Stock Options and Shares

StockOpter Pro calculates stock option values as follows:
1. Stock options are calculated on a calendar-year basis, allowing one estimated market
price and dividend amount for the year, applying to all exercise and sale activities across
all grants.
2. The value of shares is determined by multiplying the amount in the row Estimated
stock price (12/31) by the number of options or shares outstanding. For options, the
per-share value is the estimated market price less exercise price for the grant.
3. Calculated amounts that are functions of share price include:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Proceeds from stock sales
AMT adjustments from ISO exercise
Compensation income from the exercise of NQSOs, vesting of restricted
stock, and disqualifying dispositions of stock acquired through ISO exercise
Self-employment income
Valuation of stock and options on hand at year-end

4. Within a given calendar year, all sales and exercise events are assumed to occur on the
last day of the year and in the following sequence:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Vesting (options and restricted stock) and section 83(b) election (restricted
stock)
Exercise of options
Expiration of options (both vested and unvested)
Sale of stock

Values created when you use Transaction stock price override are used to calculate
the cash flow, tax consequences and the valuations of the stock and options on hand at
year-end.
Black Scholes Valuations of Stock Options

StockOpter Pro calculates Black Sholes value rows for stock option as follows:
1. BSV of vested and unexercised options rows: Black Scholes is a methodology for
illustrating the fair or full value of a stock option. Black Sholes value = In-the-Money
value + Time Value. StockOpter Pro calculates the Black Scholes Value for a single
vested option. A detailed white paper on Black Scholes value and Employee Stock
Options can be found in the StockOpter University. By definition, the Black Scholes
Values in StockOpter Pro are displayed as a blank (-) in the year of expiration because
the valuation date is as of 12/31.
2. Intrinsic value of vested and unexercised options: The intrinsic or in-the-money
value of an employee stock option is the amount by which the current market value of
the underlying stock exceeds the grant or exercise price of the option (Intrinsic Value =
Stock Price - Grant Price). StockOpter Pro calculates the Intrinsic Value for a single
vested option. If the stock price is below the grant price the intrinsic value is zero and
the option is considered "under water."
3. Time value of vested and unexercised options: Time Value is calculated as follows:
TV = BSV - Intrinsic Value. It is a function of 5 factors (a video explaining Black
Scholes and Time Value can be found here):
▪

▪

Time to Expiration: The more time until expiration the more value there is
to holding the option. The concept is that it is essentially a "free loan" of the
exercise price until the option is exercised. The holder has "effective" control
of a set amount of shares but has paid nothing until exercise.
In-the-Money (Intrinsic) Value: The higher the current stock price is
relative to the grant price, the less Time Value (or leverage) remains in the
option.
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▪
▪

▪

Volatility of the Stock: The higher the volatility, the greater the Time Value.
This is because there is greater upside potential within a given time frame for
a volatile stock.
Risk Free Rate of Return: An options value is enhanced by the ability to
use the capital that would otherwise be invested in the stock for some other
investment. Thus, the higher the Risk Free Rate of return, the higher the
Time Value.
Per Share Dividend: Dividends decrease an option's Time Value because
the holder is forgoing the dividend until the time of exercise. A dividend can
produce negative Time Values if the option is close to expiration and deep in
the money.

4. Insight Ratio of vested and unexercised options: The Insight Ratio is calculated by
dividing the Time Value by Black-Scholes value. It represents the percentage of Time
Value compared to the current intrinsic value. As an option approaches expiration and
increases in intrinsic value, the Time Value of the option will decrease thereby lowering
the Insight Ratio. An option with a low Insight Ratio means that most of its value is
intrinsic. For example, an Insight ratio of 5% means that 95% of the total theoretical
value has been realized and the intrinsic value is at risk by continuing to hold the option.
By definition, the Insight Ratios in StockOpter Pro are displayed as 0.00% in the year of
expiration because the valuation date is as of 12/31.
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Appendix D: By Grant Type Strategies
The By Grant Type strategies on StockOpter Pro’s Strategies
wizard act as described
below when implemented for a selected grant type on the case sheet.
All of the standard strategies except those that include a sell to cover element occur
based on timing. Timing strategies are implemented without considering strike price,
transaction price, or fair market value. These strategies replace any existing exercise
or sale strategies.
The Formula selection in the Implement strategies using box does not apply to
Sell to cover strategies. Those strategies are always implemented using numbers.
ISO strategies
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Leave current choices unchanged: No change to any existing exercise or
sell value for the plans of the chosen type.
Exercise as soon as possible (ASAP) then hold forever: Options are
exercised as soon as they become vested and are never sold. This is a timing
strategy.
Exercise ASAP then sell ASAP as qualified: Options are exercised as
soon as they become vested. Shares are sold in the following calendar year.
Any options in Column B of the row # of vested & unexercised options
are exercised in the first model year. Any shares in Column B of the row # of
exercised & unsold shares (12/31) are sold in the second model year. This
is a timing strategy.
Exercise ASAP then sell ASAP as disqualified: Options are exercised as
soon as they become vested. Shares are sold in the year of exercise, resulting
in a disqualifying disposition. Any options in Column B of the row # of
vested & unexercised options are exercised the first model year. Any
shares in Column B of the row # of exercised & unsold shares (12/31) are
never sold (since they can't be sold as disqualified shares). This is a timing
strategy.
Exercise ASAP, cash out ASAP: Options are exercised upon vesting and
shares are sold immediately, resulting in a disqualifying disposition. Any
options in Column B of the row # of vested & unexercised options are
exercised in the first model year and then sold. Any shares in Column B of
the row # of exercised & unsold shares (12/31) are sold in the first model
year. This is a timing strategy.
Exercise as soon as reasonable (ASAR), then sell to cover. Vested
options are exercised in the earliest year that they are in the money (that is,
the Estimated stock price (12/31) is equal to or greater than the Exercise
price). In the first two model years, any entry in the row Transaction stock
price override is used instead of the amount in the row Estimated stock
price (12/31) for this decision. If any options are still unexercised at the end
of the model, an audit report displays. Enough exercised shares are sold in
the year of exercise to cover the after tax cost of the exercise activity in that
year, resulting in a disqualifying disposition. Thus, the values in the row
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▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Total after tax cash flow from all stock option activity at the bottom of
the case sheet will remain unchanged from what they were before this
strategy was implemented. If this strategy is implemented simultaneously for
both ISOs and NQSOs, the NQSO grants are processed before the ISOs.
This strategy replaces any existing exercise or sale strategies. Previously
exercised and unsold shares are not considered with this strategy.
Exercise as late as possible (ALAP) then hold forever: Options are
exercised in the year that the grant expires, and then are never sold. This is a
timing strategy.
Exercise ALAP then sell ASAP as qualified: Options are exercised in the
year that the grant expires. Any shares exercised are sold in the next calendar
year. This is a timing strategy.
Exercise ALAP then sell ASAP as disqualified: Options are exercised in
the year that the grant expires. Any shares exercised are sold in the current
calendar year as a disqualifying disposition. This is a timing strategy.
Exercise ALAP if in the money then sell to cover: Options are exercised
in the year that the grant expires if the options are in the money. In the first
two model years, any entry in the row Transaction stock price override is
used instead of the Estimated stock price (12/31) for this decision. If the
grant is not in the money in the year that the grant expires, no exercise or sale
activity occurs. Enough exercised shares are sold in the current year to cover
the after tax cost of the exercise activity in that year, resulting in a
disqualifying disposition. Thus, the values in the row Total after tax cash
flow from all stock option activity at the bottom of the case sheet will
remain unchanged from what they were before this strategy was
implemented. If this strategy is implemented simultaneously for both ISOs
and NQSOs, the NQSO grants are processed prior to the ISOs. This strategy
replaces any existing exercise or sale strategies.
Never exercise, never sell: No options are ever exercised and no shares are
ever sold. This is a timing strategy.

NQSO strategies
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Leave current choices unchanged: No change to any existing exercise or
sell value for the plans of the chosen type.
Exercise as soon as possible (ASAP) then hold forever: Options are
exercised as soon as they become vested and are never sold. This is a timing
strategy (see note).
Exercise ASAP then sell ASAP (cash out ASAP): Options are exercised as
soon as they become vested and are sold as soon as possible. Any options in
Column B of the row # of vested & unexercised options are exercised the
first model year.
Exercise ASAP then sell in one year: Options are exercised as soon as
they become vested and are sold the next calendar year.
Exercise as soon as reasonable (ASAR), then sell to cover. Vested
options are exercised in the earliest year that they are in the money (that is,
the Estimated stock price (12/31) is equal to or greater than the Exercise
price). In the first two model years, any entry in the row Transaction stock
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▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

price override is used instead of the amount in the row Estimated stock
price (12/31) for this decision. If any options are still unexercised at the end
of the model, an audit report displays. Enough exercised shares are sold in
the current year to cover the after tax cost of the exercise activity in that year.
Thus, the values in the row Total after tax cash flow from all stock option
activity at the bottom of the case sheet will remain unchanged from what
they were before this strategy was implemented. If this strategy is
implemented simultaneously for both ISOs and NQSOs, the NQSO grants
are processed before the ISOs. This strategy replaces any existing exercise or
sale strategies. Previously exercised and unsold shares are not considered
with this strategy.
Exercise as late as possible (ALAP) then hold forever: Options are
exercised in the year the grant expires, and then are never sold.
Exercise ALAP then sell ASAP: Options are exercised in the year the
grant expires, and then are sold in the same year. Any options in Column B
of the row # of vested & unexercised options are exercised the first model
year.
Exercise ALAP then sell in one year: Options are exercised in the year the
grant expires, and then are sold the next calendar year.
Exercise ALAP if in the money then sell to cover: Options are exercised
in the year that the grant expires if the options are in the money. In the first
two model years, any entry in the row Transaction stock price override is
used instead of the Estimated stock price (12/31) for this decision. If the
grant is not in the money in the year that the grant expires, no exercise or sale
activity occurs. Enough exercised shares are sold in the current year to cover
the after tax cost of the exercise activity in that year. Thus, the values in the
row Total after tax cash flow from all stock option activity at the bottom
of the case sheet will remain unchanged from what they were before this
strategy was implemented. If this strategy is implemented simultaneously for
both ISOs and NQSOs, the NQSO grants are processed prior to the ISOs.
This strategy replaces any existing exercise or sale strategies.
Never exercise, never sell: No options are ever exercised and no shares are
ever sold.

RSA strategies
▪
▪
▪
▪

Leave current choices unchanged: No change to any existing exercise or
sell value for the plans of the chosen type.
Sell ASAP (cash out ASAP): Options are sold as soon as they become
vested.
Sell to cover vesting costs: In the vesting years, shares are sold in a
sufficient quantity to cover the tax costs associated with the vesting event.
Hold forever: Options are never sold after vesting.
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Appendix E: Data Rollover Details
Performing a Data Rollover creates a number of changes to the Assumptions, BaseCase and
Case sheets. To verify that the data rollover occurred correctly, check changes in the rows
described below.
Assumption sheet changes
The data rollover process makes the following changes to the Assumptions sheet.
1. Lines 8 through 28 shift one row from right to left with column Q becoming a copy
of column P. This will apply the appropriate tax assumption data to the correct year.
2. The stock price from column C of the case that is being updated is entered in row 33
of the Assumptions sheet for each company. This replaces the outdated stock price
with the correct ending year price.
3. The dividend percentage from column C of the case that is being updated is entered
in row 35 of the Assumptions sheet. This replaces the outdated dividend percentage
with the correct ending year percentage.
4. The year in cell B5 of the Assumptions sheet is increased by one. This also causes
the model to begin in the current year.
5. The capital loss carryforward, capital loss carryforward-AMT, investment
interest carryforward, investment interest carryforward-AMT, and minimum
tax credit carryforward amounts from column C of the carryover section of the
rollover case are entered in lines 42, 44, 43, 45, and 40, respectively, of column B of
the Assumptions sheet. This resets the carryovers of the Assumptions sheet with the
current information.
6. Lines 48, 49, and 50 of the Assumptions sheet shift over one column. This updates
the estimated tax rates.
Case Sheet changes
The data rollover process updates the following rows on all Case sheets, including BaseCase:
ISOs

- Transaction stock price override*
- Vesting schedule (1/1)*
- # of qualified options to exercise*
- Disqualifying disposition*
- # of shares to sell (qualified)*
NQSOs

- Transaction stock price override*
- Vesting schedule (1/1) *
- # options to exercise*
- # of shares to sell*
RSAs

- Transaction stock price override*
- Vesting schedule ( = lapse of restrictions)*
- # of shares to sell*
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Investment Account

- Annual dividends rate*
- Capital gains distributions rate*
- Appreciation Rate*
- Beginning year balance**
* All values are shifted to the left one year; zero is asserted in column 'Q'.
** The new value is taken from the existing value in Column 'C' of the corresponding
row from the Case sheet specified in the roll-over wizard.
In addition, the Column 'B' values in the following rows on just the BaseCase sheet are updated:
ISOs

- # of vested and unexercised options *
- # of exercised and unsold shares (12/31) *
- Average per share AMT adjustment before sale **
NQSOs

- # of vested and unexercised options *
- # of exercised and unsold shares (12/31) *
- Average per share cost basis before sale ***

RSAs

- # of restricted 83(b) shares (12/31) *
- Cum # of unrestricted non-83(b) shares *
- # of unrestricted shares available for sale *
- # of shares in costs basis pool (before share) *
- Average per share cost basis before sale ****
* Existing values are incremented by the pre-rollover values in column 'C' in the
matching row on the Case sheet specified in the wizard as "Case sheet with the latest
exercise/sale data to roll over"
** The amount in the row ‘Cum AMT adjustment after sale’ in column C is divided by
the amount in ‘# of exercised and unsold shares (12/31)’ on the chosen Case sheet to
create the new value for ‘Average per share AMT adjustment before sale’.
*** The amount in the row ‘Cum cost basis after sale’ in column C is divided by the
amount in ‘# of exercised and unsold shares (12/31)’ on the chosen Case sheet to create
the new value for ‘Available per share cost basis before sale’.
**** The amount in the row ‘Cum cost basis after sale’ in column C is divided by the
amount in ‘# of unrestricted shares on hand (12/31)’ on the chosen Case sheet to create
the new value for ‘Average per share cost basis before sale row’.
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Appendix F: Running Strategies in StockOpter Pro that
include SAR grants
Stock Appreciation Rights (SARs) are not a supported as a separate grant type in
StockOpter Pro. SARs are similar to Non-Qualified Stock Options (NQSOs) but there are
inherent difference so be aware that running the StockOpter® Pro strategy wizard against a
portfolio that includes SARs can lead to erroneous results.
SARs can be entered manually into StockOpter Pro as a Non-Qualified Stock Option (NQSO)
or they can be imported from StockOpter.com. Both manually entered and imported SARs are
placed in a StockOpter Pro NQSO grant block. SARs imported from StockOpter.com will be
identified in RED in the first row of the grant block. .
There are two different types of SAR grants:
•

•

Stock Settled SARs: A stock appreciation right (SAR) provides the right to the
increase in the value of a specified number of shares over a specified period of
time. With a stock-settled SAR, that excess is paid at the exercise date by issuing
the grantee a number of shares that equals such excess.
Cash Settled SARs: A stock appreciation right (SAR) provides the right to the
increase in the value of a specified number of shares over a specified period of
time. With a cash-settled SAR, that excess is paid at the exercise date with cash.

StockOpter Pro is unable to distinguish between these different types of SARs so applied
strategies may not be correct. The following problems can occur when applying strategies
against portfolios containing either type of SAR. Additionally, these problems are not identified
with the StockOpter Pro “Audit” function.
•

•

•

•

There are several By Grant Type strategies that dictate that NQSOs could be
exercised and held. With stock-settled SARs, this would lead to an excess of the
number of shares that represent the value of the strike price and an excess
negative cash-flow of the same amount. With cash-settled SARs, this would lead
to an excess of the number of shares that represent the full market value of the
all shares in the grant and excess negative cash-flow of the same amount.
There are several By Grant Type strategies that dictate that NQSOs could be
exercised and enough shares sold to cover the strike price and all taxes. With
cash-settled SARs, this would lead to an excess of the number of shares that
represent the value of the remaining shares after the strike price and taxes are
paid and a lack of cash-flow of the same amount.
As a byproduct of the By Inventory or By Goal strategies, all in-the-money
NQSOs that remain at expiration will be exercised and only enough shares sold
to meet the stated objective. This could lead to an excess of share inventory and
lack of cash-flow for both stock-settled and cash-settled SARs.
In addition, any manually entered strategies must be used carefully to avoid the
overstatement of shares and understatement of cash-flow as the audit function
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will allow the full exercise and hold of SARs of any type.
If a problem is detected take the following actions based on the SAR type:
•
•

Cash-Settled SARs: manually sell all the shares
Stock-Settled SARs: use the “Goal Seek” function to sell enough shares to cover
the strike price

If you choose to include SARs in a StockOpter Pro analysis and run the strategy wizard, be
sure to manually audit the results to insure accuracy.
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